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purpose of the Co-operative
MAINS.
Breeders' Association is to promote the
MUKWAT,
breeding and improvement of high-grade
IK.ur»-# to 1«—1 lo 4.
<
and pure-bred cattle, to establish and
maintain cordial relatione between it·
*. ΊΜ'. TU,
members, and by co-operation to improve the general dairy interests of the
Attorney at Law,
particular community in whioh the
MAINE.
; w Α Υ,
association is located. When we cona
Collection·
Specialty. sider the
k
general admixture of blood
linen in our live stock it must be api. i A Ρ ARK.
parent that work of this character is
I
necessary, and that we should stimulate
at
in
Law,
Attorneys
among our farmers a greater interest
the raising of live stock ; that there should
MAINS.
HSL,
be established in their minda definite
Slier? 0. Park.
( ι wrick.
ideals as to the qualities the particular
breed of live stock they sre interested in
the
&
should
possess. In considering
breeders1 association work it is well to
HRS AND SURVEYORS,
do so under several distinct heads.
©et. South Part·, Maine.
ν
..
I. Plan of Organization. The breedTelephone 111-li.
ers' association should undoubtedly be
elastic in its organization. Lfcmust have
> and Plan· m4i t· order.
by-laws for directing its
tM ilmberland* ami pocket map· of comprehensive
t;
work which shall also provide for neces«1» for itale.
1er· of the Atlaa of Maine.)
membership limitations
sary officers,
ind fees.
So far as the size of an association or
The
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11
In time come headaches. nerv
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"Let
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are

iifferent member*.
The association encourages its meminstructive literature
secure
to
bers
iloog breeding lines.
III. How to Secure a Reputation. If
k breeders' association is to establish the
as a
;ommunity in which it is organized
.-enter for the distribution of the particular breed it represents, then it must
first establish a favorable reputation for
animals that are uniform in size, conIt must also
formation and quality.
have a large number from which prospective purchasers may select.
It is the hope of the association that
through frequent meetings and the stock
judging such ideals may be erected in
the minds of the owners as will cause
them to think and act more nearly alike.
If this is accomplished then they will
will
breed alike, and the animals owned
resemble each other in the qualities be-

Builders' Finish !
«

meetings

sufficient.
This course is given to meet the demand of au awakening interest in this
industry all tnrougb the state. Probably never before have the people of
New England realized the possibilities in
fruit growing that they now see. The
New England Fruit Show last fall
demonstrated what a few have felt all
along, that New England can take its
place beside the fancy products from the
west; modern methods applied to both
production and selling is the keynote to
success.
Many of the farmers of the
state wish to learn more about them.
This course is planned to answer the
practical questions of the practical grower and acquaint him with the details of
the approved modern orchard praotices.
For those who are contemplating Betting new orchards there will be lectures
and discussions on such subjects as orchard locations, selection of varieties,

buying

nursery

planting.

stock, orchard soils, and

a

rough, sturdy,

man·

years

maker

fore named.
With all of these things accomplished
we believe that together with the saving
ι in traveling and shipping expense they
will prove a great attraction to pros-

pective buyers.
IV. Economy

|

of Association Work,
rhere are several different way· in
which the members may effect economy
in carrying on their work with the aid
Lif the breeders' association. They may
tie able to buy and sell animals co-operaMvely. Wherever this plan baa been
tried it has proven satisfactory and bas
resulted in considerable saving. The
using and exchanging of males is also
in economical practice in association
work. The matter of advertising in

igricultural and

breeders'

papers can
the association

kUo be done through
ruueh more economically.
The secretary should be kept informed by the different members as to the
exact number of animals of different
He
them.
»ges and sexes owned by
ihould also be furnished with a list of
mimais for sale, together with their
lualities, pedigree and price, so that up>o receipt of inquiriee from prospective
be furpurchaser» this information may
nished to them.
secreIt can readily be seen that the
is ita most
tary of a breeder·' association
official so far as concerns the

era to

be

made to him at

frequent

in-

are

apt

to

They do happen, as readof this story will agree. Jack
Orde is the type of man who has

this

out-

"Boys," said he, "the old mossback
has built up tbe sill of that gate until
we can't get a draw on the water, and
he refuses to give, lead or sell us the
right to cut her out. Now, we've got
to-get those logs out Johnny Sims,

blue eye and the corners of his mouth

tightened.

gone intp the American wildernesses and reclaimed them from

from

at

"We want no trouble with you. Mr.
"But this Is the

lawbreaking only

dam on the river wth sluices built
up that way. and 1 do know that we'll
never get those logs out If we don't
get more draw on the water. Uood
Followed by the reluctant North, he
walked away.

#

THE

wind died the logs had begun
to drift elowly out Into the open

water.
covered

TUE

solitary

u

After a

floating Idly.

heavy sluice gate

on

the dam.

Four more had by this time Joined
men who bad raised the gate,

the two

figure api>eared

around α river bend. His progress was
jerky aud on an uneven zigzag, according as the logs lay. by leaps, short
runs, brief pauses, as a rlverman goes.
Finally ho stepped ashore JU3t below
the camp, stamped his feet vigorously
?ree of water and approached the

the mill.
When near the structure the riverman saw tbe lank, black figure of tbe
mill owner mount a bony old horse
and clatter away into the forest.
Orde rapidly designated ten men of
"You make things bum.
his crew.

hind his back, a short pipe clinched
between his teeth. To the edge of the
drive he rode the logs, then took to the
bank and strolled down to the dam.
Meeting Tom North's troubled glance,

he grinned broadly.
"Told you we'd have Johnson on our
necks." he remarked. Jerking his thumb
up river toward a rapidly approaching

Get as much done as you can before
the sheriff comes, and when that sheriff comes I wwt you to go peaceably.

Λ

pair

twinkling

head of the

poultry department on poul-

try keeping for the fruit grower. Two
will be given by the head of the animal
husbandry department on hog and sheep
raising. Members of the department of

agronomy will discuss the subjects of
soils, tillage, barnyard manures, commercial fertilizers, grass and clover in
their special relation to the orchard.
The entire afternoon each day will be
spent getting actual practice with regular orchard operations,—inoluding grafting, pruning, setting trees, mixing spray
materials, grading, box and barrel packing, fruit judging.
There will be several evening leotures
illustrated with the stereopticou.
Besides the regular members of the
faculty of the college of agriculture and
some of the members of the experiment
station staff a number of outside speakers will appear on tbe program.
Among
them may be mentioned Dr. G. M.
of
the
Maine
Twitchell, President
Pomological Society, Mr. R. L. Cumof South Paris, and Mr. F. H.
in ings
Morse of Waterford. A very valuable
part of the work will be the personal
experience of those attending tbe abort
course brought out in tbe discussions.
Tbe only expense will be that for
board and room, wbioh may be obtained
in Orono, Bangor or Old Town for 94.50
to |6 00 per week. Good meals may be
secured on the campus for 25 cents each.
Fare from Bangor 10 cents, from Orono
and Old Town 5 cents. Rooms and
boarding places will be secured in advance for those who so request.
Any
desiring other information or wishing to
room in advanoe
engage board and
should write to College of Agriculture,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.

Quilty

or

Not

Qullty?

And now Maine farmers are buying
tirst quality clover bay from far off
Nebraska cheaper than they can or will
produce it here at home. What next,
please? Isn't this pretty near tbe limit?
We should say it waa right on the border
line sure. We have let the west have

grain market,
apple market,
pork market, our poultry market, our
our

our

our

bean

hay

qnite

quantitiea

time. It is almost treason to speak of
it, but It is true just tbe same. We

Understand?"
"Cave in? Not much!" cried Purdy.

"See here," and Orde drew them
When
aside in earnest conversation.
he hud finished he clapped each of
them on tbe back, and all movea on,
laughing, to tbe dam.
"Now, boys," he commanded the
others, "no row without orders. Iί

"We're right at your rear,

he yelled.

and you ain't even made a start get
tin' through this dam! We'll lose tb·
water next!"

marked at last in a rollicking blj;
voice, "I'm glad to see the situation
hasn't spoiled your appetites."
Tom North, in charge of the lumberHe and the uewcomer. who
men. rose.
was Jack Orde. his principal, saunter
ed to the water's edge, where they

"Keep your shirt on," advised Orde
"If you want these logs pushed auj
faster, do It yourself."
"If you can't get out logs, why d<·
"If
you toke the Job?" roared Johnson.
you hang my drive, blank you. you'll
catch It for damages! I tell you our
mills need logs, and. what's more,

stood for a minute looklug at the-logs

there's going to be a flght 1*11 give
the word."
The chopping crew descended to the
bottom of the sluice, the gate of which
had been shut, and began Immediately
to chop away at the apron.
The work had continued nearly an
hour when Orde commanded the fifty

they're a-goln' to git them!"
He departed In a rumble of vitupéra

or more

"The

UUil.

Orde found the old mill owner occu
Pying a chair tilted back ngalnst th<
wall of the building. His ruffled plu*
hat was thrust, as usual, well awa\
from his high and narrow forehead
He was whittling a pine stick, which
he held, pointing down between hi»
spread knees, and conversing anlmat
edl\ with a young fellow occupying another chair at his side.
"
I want to talk this matter over
to
banc
afford
can't
Orde began. «We
Is going
up the drive, and the water
down every day. We've got to have
more

If

^Privilege.

oum

folly shall ye periih."

a
"It's there already. Let's go take
look." suiijreeted Orde.
the
They picked their way around
edge of the pond to tbe site of the

right," commented

Orde walked out on the structure
watei
and looked down on the smooth

rushing through.
"Ought to make

a draw," he reflect"Tom, look
Then he 'laughed.
and
here." he called. "Climb down
take a squint at this."
tht
The sluice. Instead of bedding at
been
natural channel of tbe river, bad
level;
built a good six feet above tbat
so that, even wltb
the gates wldt
"head'
open, a

ed.

of six feet
retained In

wai

tht
slack water of th(

pond.

"No wonder w«
couldn't get a eyes.
"Wait
draw," said Orde

Eastern Steanistiip Goipany.

ρ
"Let's hunt
old W h a t's hisname and have a
"His

name

seph

la

plain Reed,"
plained North.
ei

"There he cornea
"You haven't been
tquare," said Orde. now."
Into
The owner of the dam flapped
hairview as a lank and lengthy white
ed Individual dressed In loose, long

try a

J

Voice.

legal!

a

minute," said the youn·

good deal

for my health.

Thi

"Sure," replied Orde, puzzled. "Loo
free.'
a<I you want to. The scenery's
"Ye*. Rut can you put me up?"

I'm concerned
or
agreed Orde heartily. "IJut." with
on!
of his contagious chuckles. «Tin
You'll have to il s It u
river boss.
I:
with the doctor-the cook. I mean."
as

fhr

as

explained, as Newmark locked puzzln
"You'll find him at camp."

said

haven't been square,"
out
Orde. "You «rent letting us get
out"
logs
"How so?" mapped tbe owner, hla
thin lip· tightening-

growled.

Smack, smack, sounded Orde's fists.
Ihe man went down In α heap, but
immediately rebounded to his feet.
Orde seized a peavy and stood with
the murderous weapon upraised.
"Lie down, you hound, or I'll brain
you!" he roared at the top of his great

thing Interests me."

"Oh.

clothes and wearing atop a battered
old plug hat

'Too

ed Orde.
The rlverman

t«·
fellow. "Have you any objections
little to watc'
my hanging «round a
the work? My name is Newmark—Jo
Newmark. I'm out lu tills coun

u

powwow."

"And leave them to flght alone?
Guess not," grumbled a ,tall, burly lnllvidual.
"Am I bossing this drive?" demand-

J

auy time."

Orde.

pretty

logs!

all."
"Case of wait for the wind." agreed
Tom North. "Old Daly will be red·
headed. He must be about out of logs
at the mill, and I expect Johnson's
drive will be down on our rear most

mill.
"Sluice open all

here

I

and tbe ruffled expanse of water be"It's a pity tbat old mossback
low.
bad to put lu a mill." said Orde. "Tbe
water was slack enough before, but
at
now there swius to be no current

new

be

you'll
The man crouched, breathless.
Bill we'll replace it in good shape when
"March!" commanded Orde. "You're
"
we get all our logs through
through."
"No, sir!"
The man sullenly arose and slouch"Well, we'll give you something for
ed
away.
What do you think Is
The other men turned to the trail,
leaving tbe ten at the sluice. When
ni
you your
within tbe fringe of the brush Orde
.7.teI1
lon
I
tights and not a cent more." replied I called a halt
the old man.
"Now, boys," he commanded, "squat
"Well, Mr. Reed, stop and think what down and lay low. If flght would do
"No
this means," returned Orde.
any good you know mighty well I'd
means no lumber. That to bankruptcy
flght And the boys won't be In Jail
'or a £°°d many who have contracts any longer than it takes to get a wire
to fulfill. And no logs means the mills I to Daly to ball them out Smoke up
must close. Thousands of men will be and don't bother."
thrown out of their Jobs, and a good
Tbey filled their pipes and settled
And down to an enjoyment of the situamany of them will go hungry.
with the stream full of the old cutting, tion.
that means lees to do next winter in I
A half hour elapsed before the situthe woods—more men thrown out. Get- J ation developed further. Then Tom
ting out a season's cut with the flood North's friend Jim, who had gathered
water Is a pretty serious matter to a his long figure on tbe top of a stump,
Insist
unclasped his knees and remarked that
greet many people, and If you
on holding us up here in this slack
old Plug Hat was back.
water the situation will soon become I The men peered cautiously through
the brush. They saw Reed, accompaalarming."
The old man brought to earth the nied by the sheriff, approach the dam.
The working crew stacked their tools,
front legs of his chair with a thump.
"And if the whole kit and caboodle resumed their Jackets and departed
of ye starved outright," said he "it with the sheriff.
"Well, I'll be denied!" ejaculated one
would but be the fulfillln' of the word
1 of the concealed rivermen. "That's the
of the prophet who says: '80 will
send upon you famine and evil beasts, first time I ever see one lonesome shernnd they shall bereave thee, and pes- iff gather In ten river hogs without the
tilence and blood shall pass through aid of a Gatlln'."
Orde watched them disappear.
thee, and I will bring the sword upon
ΑηΊ
"Jim," said he. "and you. Sills, and
thee. I the Lord have spoken It!"
to
don't forget that Ye that make of you, and you. and you. and yon. get
a
And remember
work on that dam.
God's smilln' land waete places and
wilderness by your own folly shall ve this—if you are arrested, go peaceably.
Any resistance will spoil the whole
perish."
game." The men broke Into mingled
Orde whirled on his heel.
as the full sigThe young man, who sat an interest cheers and laughter
him
nificance of Orde's plan reached them.
and
arose
Joined
ed spectator,
man
They streamed back to the dam.
He wae a very slender young
Reed came out, eyes blazing.
with a shrewd, thin face, steel grai
Reed stormed back and forth for a
no:

"By ιjour

will

julck now."

I'll tell you what we'll
let us cut down the new

water.

Idlers back to camp.

sheriff

the wor!
Ill the couler of the stream

JI

«'.own to 1
bad been gradually slowing
of tin
standstill with the subsidence
sluice
first rush of water after the

moment, then
up tbe road.

departed

at full

speed

as much done as
Orde. "We better get
back in the brush or he may try to
arrest the whole b'lling of us on some

"Now, boys, get

possible." urged

sort of a blanket warrant.**
"How about the other boys?"

In-

quired North.

"I gave one of them a telegram to
"Daly
send to Daly." replied Orde.
will be up to ball them out."
Once more they hid In tbe woods,
and again, after a longer Interval, the
mill owner and the sheriff reappeared.
Reed appeared to be expostulating vio-

lently and a number of times pointed
up river, but the sheriff went ahead
stolidly to tbe dam, summoned those
working below and departed up the
road as before.

Reed stood

uncertain

mer.

"All right, old spirit of 76," replied
Orde. "Don't shoot: ΓΙ1 come down."
He walked back to the waiting row.
"Surely." spoke up Newmark. "whatever the status of the damage suits,
you have the legal right to run your

logs."
Orde rolled

quizzical

a

rection.

eye In his di-

"Per-fect-Iy correct, son."

he drawl-

roar

men.

commanded briefly, "get
and come aloug."
He led the way past the mill to the
shallows below.
"Bring down two logs fairly big and
bold them by that old snag." h«· < r^»·

"Boys," he
peavles

your

"Flold them end on—no. pop ·:.
>·
ten
em about
George, drive a cou«.f stakes each side of them to hold
'em. Correct! Now. run down a couple dozen more and pile them across
those two. side on to the stream, of
Roll 'em up. That's the tickcouree.

|

of bis warrant were covered by the
men be found working on the dam.
Sheriff
Reed demanded protection.
said for him to get an Injunction and
it would be enforced."
"Well, that's all right," interjected
Orde, with satisfaction. "We'll have
her cut through before be gets that in-

junction."

"Yes," said Newmark, "but now he's
gone to telegraph tbe governor to send
the troops."
"Kind of expected that, boys," said
Orde. "Let's see. Tbe uext train out
from Redding— They'll be here by 5
in tbe morning at soonest. Hope it'll

I

ed camptlres. Orde, glancing around
blm, noticed these.
"Doctor," he commanded sharply,
"get ut your grub! Make some coffee
right off and bring it down. Come on,

boys!"

of men attacked tbe
now part of the rear
The pond
crew bad come down river.
above had recovered its volume. Water was beginning to trickle over tbe
top of tbe gate. Tbe men worked up
to their knees in swift water. They
could not see, and the strokes of ax
Over a

score

I sluiceway,

for

by

or pick lost much of their force against
the liquid. Down by the sluice a dozInnfAima

Λ irk Ira ΓΛ/1

ΟΠΛ

hllnlrorf Vftl-

against the blue blackness of the
night. Orde opened the sluice gates.

low

The water had become too deep for effective work, and a half hour's flow
would reduce the pressure. The time
was occupied In eating.
When the meal was finished the men
lit their pipes and went back to work

philosophically.
Near midnight a swaying lantern
was seen approaching. Orde heard the

sound of wheels. A moment later Daly's bulky form stepped Into the Illumination of the fire.
Orde

wandered

over

to where

OChajyt

,er

Orde watched than disappear.

troops in readiness."
be later."
At last Orde's face cleared, and be
"What will you do?" asked Newmark.
slapped down bis tin plate violently.
"Take chances," replied Orde.
"I have it!" be cried aloud.
The sun had dropped below the
He instructed a half dozen men to
fringe of trees. Two straight, thin colprovide themselves with saws. axes, umns of smoke rose from tbe neglecttoward!
march
and
shovels
picks and

and all together, armed with long pike
poles, walked out on the funnel shaped
booms that should concentrate the loge
Here they prodded
Into the chute.
forwurd the few timbers within reach
and waited patiently for more.
Jack Orde wandered back and forth
over the work, his hands clasped be-

Orde steppe»! forward. Immediately
Reed wheeled, his thumb on the ham-

ple

village—expecting trouble."
Orde roared In delight.
"Boys," he called, "old Plug Hat's
got the sheriff right handy. Has he
a posse?" inquired Orde of Newmark.
"I didn't see any, but 1 heard that
tbe governor had been advised to hold

few moments

the clank of the bars and ratchet was
beard as two of the men raised the

time was the year 1872
aud the place a bend in the
river above a long pond terBeyond
minating in a dam.
this dam and ou a flat lower thou It
Λ
etood a two story mill structure.
crew of lumbermen lounged about two
fires at the upper end of the pondidle because of the strong ndverso
wind and the unexpected weakness of
the current, which had arrested the
progress of their thousands of logs.

Suddenly

The surface of the pond was
with the scattered timbers

march Γ
Orde burst Into his deep

structure."

Fix
upstream.
apart. That's It!

self next to Newmark.
"Hello!" he greeted that young man,
"Fixed it with the doctor ail right?"
"Yes," replied Newmark, "thanks. 1
think I ought to tell you that the sheriff is not at Spruce Bapids, but at tbe

next morning dawned clear
and breathless. As soon as the

Reed started to speak.
"I've nothing to do with that; settle it in court. And what's more, you'll
have something yourself to settle with
Forward,
About, face!
the state!

provements furthermore, a-lowerln* the
gate aud otherwise a-modifyin' my

ed.

sophically.

"We have sixty men, all told," said
Orde. "We ought to be able to carry
it through."
He filled his plate and walked across
to a vacant place. Here be found him-

of civil law?'

ence

"Well, goodby. boys," said Daly.
"I'll just
along and ball the boys
out of that village calaboose."

This was so obviously humorous in
Intent that its only reception consisted
of more grins from everybody.
"The nearest sheriff's at Spruce
Rapid," commented some one philo-

day."

"Then why the devil am I dragged
up here with my men Id the night?"
"Who's
cried the officer explosively.
responsible for this insanity anyway?
Don't you know." he roared at Heed,
"that I have uo standing In the pres-

leaves camp."
Heed hastily retreated.

what's the answer?'
"Cut her out,' grinned Sims.
"Correct, replied Orde, with a
chuckle. "But It's against the law to
Interfere with another man's property."

Reed," said Orde.

t

{al

ed them.

break. the two rlvermen stood for a
Then
moment staring at the old man.
a steely glint crept Into Orde's frank

pen.

themselves,

astonished

Somewhat

hap-

ers

exposure.

winter killing and renovation.

^
terval·.
V. Assistance Rendered by the De- foolishly thought we could sell the hay
a
All Work
partment of Agriculture. After very off the old farm year after year and no
uareful investigation Into the work of one would find It out, and to our great
Quaraateed.
of
state
breeders' associations in the
surprise tbe old farm was tbe first one
Wisconsin, and believing that if the to get on to the secret, sinoe wbioh time
in
A little out of the way| same
be
to
was
adopted
plan of work
the jig is up and now there la no hay to
but it pays to walk.
this state equally good result would ob- cut or sell either. It is the old, old
has
of
agriculture
tain, the department
of trying to eat tbe cake and keep
WATCHES. CLOCKS | offered to assist the farmer· of the state story
it too. Wonder when our people who
associations
such
of
AND JBWELBV.
the
In
organization
live on Maine farms will awake from
and to assist them in so far as may ap their slumber and go to farming? Yes,
Wita Dr. Parmentor, Norway, Maine.
or desirable in their direcWho dares gness when
pear practical
we do wonder.
tion. It has offered to supply all the it will be?—Turf, Farm and Home.
the diswith
blanks,
record
necessary
tinct understanding that a copy of such
Maine has θβ,ΟΟΟ bogs, and yet the
blanks as tb& department may desire state produces only one-fourth of its
shall be furnished to it It has also supply. The Maine bacon bog comft rat Claaa Fan fl.OO.
offered to send a representative to each pares favorably with the one from CanIUUtmw ΙΙ.βΟ.
the meetings held by the associa- ada. More of our farmers should pastTurbio· Steal Steamer CAMDKN and one of
an address on sneh snbure their hogs and realise that the dairy
Stoei Steamer GOVERNOR DJNGLKY tions to deliver
have selectas the association may
iects
le·»» Franklin Wharf, Portland, week
ing and swine industry go band in hand.
of
agriculture
ed. The oommisaioner
<1*7· at 7 r. M., for Boeton.
the
to
offered
publiah
Never put pork Into a barrel that bar
has also kindly
In the
the slightest small or taint abont it.
Returning
yearly report of the associationsof
agrithe
of
department
Wash and scrub it cleaa, scald U again
Leave Uoioo Wharf, boatoa, week annual report
and again, and if then it is not just right,
day· at 7 f. m., for Portland.
been
far five associations ^ave
eave it out where the sun can ahine in
Val- t a
Through tickets on eale at principal
long time. Old Sol ia the greatest
organised in Maine. 1, Sebasticook
railroad atations.
at
ley Holstein Breeders' Association
purifier in the world.
its
in
territory
Freight ratee ae low as other line·.
Corinoa, which include·
and the
Inexperienoed feeders bave sold Iambi
J. 9. LISCOMB, General Agent,
the western part of Penobscot
2, supposed to be fat, wbioh more experieastern part of Somerset Conntlee.
Portland, M·.
Asso enced feeders purchased and finished
Oxford County Holstein Breeders
3, and thereby reaped tbe bigger profitelation, Including Oxford County.
Farm Journal.
Do all Kind· of....
Androscoggin Vafley Breedersthe
valley
in
tion, Including the towns
Tbe laying ben develops a great appe
Oxford
of the Androeooggin RWer. 4,
JOB PRINTING.
tite and an eooimoos thirst.—Faro
Coantle·
and Cumberland
ImMIû Oxford anc Journal.
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CUThua

musical cry. The men at once
to drift in the direction
of the camp. There, when) the tin
plates had all been filled, Orde address-

began slowly

large part ol tue time will De given group around the cooking Are.
The newcomer was a man somestudy of the practical problems involved in caring (or the bearing orchard : where about thirty years of age.
Pruning, top working, cultivation, fer- squarely built, big of bone, compact in figure.
This soon defined Itself as a tall In
tilization, spraying, mulobin^, cropping bulk. His face was burly. Jolly and
dividual with a choleric blue eye.
the orchard, cover crops. Special atreddened rather than tanned by long
"What in hades Is the matter here?"
tention will be given the subject· of
blue
of

market, and other markets too
numerous to mention, and as thongb all
Important
association that waa not enough we stand idly by
success or failure of the
and calmly see them grab on to our last
work. It is his duty to keep in close
and only hope, our bay market. But
touch with the affaire of the members
in- then it is not as bad as it might be for as
to that he may furnish satisfactory
a matter of fact we hadn't a great deal
formation to inquiries addressed to him.
de- to lose, if the truth was known. The
In order to facilitate his work the
truth is, we have about the same as
partment has prepared certain blanks,
out of tbe bay business here in
his
gone
of
a
made
part
which are herewith
and have been buying western
Maine
memthe
from
calling for reports
for aome
liberal
in

Kaper,

^

"

ried the olflcer sharpmuu says true?'
"It sure is. Never bad so little fuss
arrestln* rlvermen before in my life."
"Mr. Morris."

ly, "is what this

"but mti'n engaged In the happy
of ed.
occupation of getting out logs. By the
laughter.
time the law was all adjusted and a
"Now you see, boys." he said, dighead of Men m up the water 'd be down
"if
his
flsts
Into
his
you'd
eyes,
ging
jln this game you get out logs first and
put up a row. what we'd have got luto. think about law afterward."
thank
in
mine,
No bluecoats
you."
I "How about legal damages?" Insist"I tell ye, I'm not done with ye yet,"
ed Newmark.
threatened Reed. "I'll sue ye for dam"Legal damages!" scoffed Orde. "Le'Sheriff refused. Said his duty was
iges, and I'll git 'em too."
damages! Why, we count legal
as<
and
warrant
limply to arrest on
"Now. hop along." urged Orde.
amages as part of our regular exoften as Reed got out warrants he'd
dam"We'll pay you any legitimate
penses. like potatoes."
he
Reed said then
them.
serve
ages, of course, but you can't expect
Orde walked to the edge of the dam
should get a posse and bunt up Orde to
a
hang up a riverfu! of logs just on
»nd stood looking down current. Then
and tbe rest of tbem. Sheriff replied notion.
See
And we're sick of you.
he turned to the grimly silent riverthat ns far as he could see tbe terms
here, you two; Just eee that this man

Λ

high."
mastering lumber driver, boss of
"Is that so !" cried the old man exthe lawless "river jacks, starts citedly. "Well, I'm giving you all the
out to win the heart and hand of law gives you. and that's the natural
flow of the river, and not a thing more
an aristocratic young woman of
eastern wealth and fashion, in- will yon get"
teresting things

At 4 o'clock tbe sheriff made bis
third appearauce, this time in a side
bar buggy.
"1 wish 1 dared join tbat confab."
said Orde. "but he'd jug me sure."
"He wouldn't Jug me." spoke up
Newmark. "ΓΗ go dowo." The young
loan departed in bis precise, methodAbout sunset be reical manner.
turned.
"Well?" tbe crew demanded.
"Reed wanted the sheriff to stay and
protect the dam," reported Newmark.

Τ this moment the cook stepped
into view and sent across the
water a long, weird and not an*

"That sluice la a good six foot too

À
to a

uuder this bead.
members, when filed with the secretary, sidered
Two lectures will be given by the
«ill also be a means of education to the

One·.

E. W. (

When

1

mouth
Picking, grading, packing, storing, eyes and α humorously quirked
co-operative mar- redeemed Ills countenance from comcommission,
selling
by
own.
with
our
:ompared
are some of the subjects conmonplaceness. "Well, boys," he reThe records of the animale owned by keting

Balm
Ely's Cream
ahsortMd.
Ci.aa «·.,·! at

Every

of the program at these meetings
s planned with the idea of developing
tnd bringing out the individual member
>f the association. The discussions
leld are both interesting and fruitful.
The demonstration in stock judging has
exercised great influence upon the memin
>ers, and no one thing has occurred
which they are more interested. An ata class
;empt is now being made to form
η stock judging in each one of these
issociations, conducted along lines simiar to the work being done at the Uni-

Stove Wood and
V W Walker &.

an

whole,obstruction.

and

which it is situated the services of such
pure-bred males as have demonstrated
;beir worth. One of the greatest inuries to our live stock industry to-day,
η the opinion of the writer, is the indis■riminate slaughter of worthy males.
II. Plan of Educational Work. In
carrying on their educational work our
associations depend upon the regular
neeting held each three months more
han upon any other feature. Programs
or these meetings are carefully prepared, providing for discussion of Important
mbjects by the members, a lecture by a
of the department of

r«mol· Street, rear Masonio Block,
It ephan· Connection.

that such

"War." replied Orde briefly.

works the breeders' association has be- to be given at Orono the second and
fore it is to preserve within the limita- third weeks of February, Feb. 7 to 18.
;ions of the particular community in The bare announcement ought to be

censed Taxidermist,

l

seen

among the grade cattle
oould not obtain ezoept there also came
increased interest among the breeders of
pure-bred stock.
The writer of this paper had the opportunity, two years ago, to visit some
sections of the state of Wisconsin in
which co-operative breeders' associations
had been in successful operation several
years. They were organized in that
state under the leadership of Prof. W.
A. Henry, then Dean of the Wisconsin

Agricultural College. And wherever
auch associations have been organized in
that state there has come an increased
the amount of territory included within iutereat in the industry and an improvethe
that
ment in the quality of animals, and a
its limits ia concerned, 1 feel
issociation limits should not be of such greater recompense for oarrying on the

not

144-11.

J. WALDO

however, be readily

improvement

until be mi π tbe rivermen beginning to
re-emerge from the brash, then fol
lowed the officer nt top speed.
Without tbe necessity of command a
half dozen men leaped down on tbe
apron. The previous.crews hud made
considerable progress in weakening
tbe heavy supports. As soon as those
should be cut out and the backing removed tbe mere sawing through of
tbe massive sill should carry away tbe

"Is It peace or war?"

selling
only in the purchasing
Short Course lo Fruit Qrowing.
>f live stock, but better perhaps than
the
and
use
exchange
We have already called attention briefeither of these, the
jf pure-bred males. One of the great ly to the short course in Fryit Growing

and Iron.
T«l«pk«a«

lo these different
associations will be (oand the lending
farmer· and breeder· of their respective
counties. The interest thus far ha·
constantly increased, and it seems that
before very long breeders' association*
of other kinds of domestic animals will
be called for. At the present time there
ia interest in a sheep breeders' association in Somerset County and a draft
horse breeder·' auooiation in Aroostook
County. The dairy division of the department of agriculture feels that ite efforts should not be limited to encouraging the organizaton of associations for
the improvement of dairy stock alone,
but that its work should be extended tu
the breeders of all kinds of domestic
animals. When the department took op
this work it was not with the idea of
giving material assistance to the breeders of pure-bred cattle, but rather that a
general improvement might come among
the grade cattle of the state. It can,

and debauchery. The brilliant author's descriptions ο the battles
between man and nature and
between man and man in the lumThe results obtained there are
extent as will prevent any of the mem- work.
ber Justnesses of the great northIt
the
the
for
warrant
bers from attending
meetings.
undertaking
sufficient
one's blood a-tingle.
(nust be evident that the more con- work in this state, and when we con- west set
:entrated an association is in its mem- sider the character of the men who have
show that man is superman
They
bership, the more easily tbey can assem- identified themselves with the work, the when
courage swells his heart.
ble for meetings and with very much statement of principles and purpose under which they are working, and the And the wooing and winning of
lees expense.
What er plan the association may be plan of work they have adopted, I feel Carroll
Bishop by Jack Orde
be sure that we can confidently ezpect the
Drganizeu upon, co-operation should
the fu- lamentai basis upon which it same measure of success that has attend- supply captivating romance that
rest*. This principle can be utilized ed the work in the state of Wisconsin.
cannot /ail to charm.

C. Leavitt Co.,

m.

gate was opened. Tom North, leaning
gracefully against tbe shaft of a
Orde appeavy, looked ap eagerly as
proached.

Cumberland Counties. 5, Androsooggii
County Holstein Breeder·' Association,
including the town* in Androsooggii:

County.
Among the member·

plow."

7rrm· Mole raw.
L
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his

employer stood peering about him.
"Oh. there you are!" cried Daly angrily. "What In h— you up to here?"
"Running logs," replied Orde coolly.
"Running logs!" shouted Daly, producing a much folded newspaper.
"Iïow about this?"
Orde lowered the paper to the campfire. It was an extra, screaming with
wood type:
WAR!

ΠΕΝ

Newmark awoke

et!"
Orde next braced

once

Interest in affairs
the morning was well spent.
On the river the work was
forward with the precision of
more

to

going
clockwork.
Orde discovered about noon that the
Jam crew was having its troubles. Immediately below Reed's dam ran ι
long chute strewn with bowlders,
which was alternately a shallow or a
stretch of white water according as
Ordinarily
the stream rose or fell.
the logs were flushed over this declivity by-opening the gate, behind which
a

head of water had been accumulat-

Wet wood
done from above.
the long saws viselike, so that
a man's utmost strength could scarcely
budge them. Nevertheless they held
to It. Orde. satisfied tlint they would
succeed, departed up river to the rear.
to be

gripped

Faint, the wandering morning breeze
bore to their ears a sound whose dif-

ference from the louder noises near at
band alone rendered it audible.
"The trooper' exclaimed Orde. seiza lantern and returned down the

ing

trail, followed eagerly by Newmark
and every man in camp.
The men drew a little to one aide,
watching the dim tine of the forest,
dark against the paling sky. A man
rode out of the shadow and reined up
by the flre. "Halt!" commanded a
harsh voice. The rlverman could make
out the troops—three or four score of
them—standing rigid at attention.
Reed pushed forward.
air." asked the
commanding officer of Orde, "if you
have gone mad to couusel your men
to resist civil authority?"
"I have not resisted civil authority,"
"I wish to

inquire,

replied Orde respectfully. "The reports have been false. The sheriff of
this county has arrested about twenty
of my men single banded aud without
the slightest trouble."

you

and

I

"War's over, boys! Break that Jatnf"
The crew swarmed across the log
barrier to a point above the center pier.
This they attacked with their |H»Hvk»s.
rolling the top logs off Into the current
below. In less than no time they had

torn quite a bole In the lop layer. The
river rushed through the opening Itn
mediately the logs in the wings were
At first
tumbled in rrom either side.
the men had to do all the work, hut
soon the river itself turned to their
assistance.

The sheriff did not reappear. Reed
evidently now pinned his faith to the

said he.

shouldn't get
Maybe we're
Let's talk
little bard headed.

reason

fully:

situation."

•hlfts earlier In the night "Roll out,
hear
you webfooted' eons of guns, and
the little birds sing praise!"
Suddenly Orde had froze in an atti"Hark!"
tude of attentive listening.

on

both a
It over."
He led the old man ashore. Xf-ffc*
end of ten minute» Orde cried cheer-

yet unknown.
"Don't you know any better ihnn to
get Into that kind of a row down
here?" said Daly. "Don't you realize
that tills Isn't the northern peninsula?"
"Sure I do." replied Orde placidly.
"Come alone here till I show you the

a crash and hang of timbers smote the air. and then the river,
exultant, roaring with Joy. rushed Into
the new passage opened for It.
Orde stormed Into the camp.
"Roll out. you river hogs!" he shouted to those who had worked out their

live minutes the old
the group.
matter here?" he de-

thuu

less

descended

"What's the
manded.

no

was as

fantry fire;

In

man

along together nil right.

pressed.

snapping of wood fibers
rapid explosions of In-

topmost log- sunk those beneath to
the bed of the stream. Tlds to a certain extent dammed back the water
Below the iuiprovfvcd dam the water
fell almost to nothing, aud above ft.
swirling in eddies, grumbling fiercely,

"Matter?" Inquired Orde easily "Oh.
nothlnt much-Just a little Jam."
This crew be found working busily
"But It's flooding ray mill."
among some overflowed woods. They
"I'm not Interested."
(look
of
the
were herding the Inggnrds
"I've a lot of grain upstairs. It'll be
The subsidence of the water conseYou miserable blackguard!"
ruiued.
quent upon the opening of the sluice
Itotsl frantically disappeared. returngate had left stranded and In shaling bearing «η antiquated plkp
lows many hundreds of the logs. From
and single handed attacked the Jam.
the advantage of deadwood, stumps or
Astonishment and delight held the
the
"sackers"
the
pushed
other logs
rlvermen breathless for a moment
unwleldly timbers forward, leaping,
Then a ronr of laughter drowned even
splashing, heaving, shoving, until at noise of rhe waters.
last the steady current of the main
Only Orde seemed to see I he other
river seized the logs and bore them
side. With η few quick leaps he had
skill
topmarvelous
they
With
away.
gained the old man's side.
ped the dripping, bobby, rolling tlm
"You can't break this jam." he said
over
and
over
them
bers, treading
You'll kill
"Come ashore.
kindly
In
unconscious
preserback and forth.
yourself!"
vation of equilibrium.
"Break It!" pleaded Reed. "You're
Tlardlv had Orde the opportunity to
ruining me I've got all my money lu
look about at the progress making,
that mill."
however, before he heard his name
"Well." said Orde. "we've got a lot
up.
the
Looking
bank.
shouted from
of money In our logs too. Come." takcook
solemn
to bis surprise he saw the
ing Reed gently by the arm. "there's

There followed a highly colored statement that a skirmish bad left the field
in possession of the rlvermen, In spite
of the sheriff and a large posse, but
that troops were belng rushed to tho
spot and that this "high banded defiance of authority" would soon lie «up
It stated thnt the loss of life

stant later the
began like the

them come down."
Ihe stray logs floating down with
the current the. rlvermen caught and
Jammed about the Improvised piers.
So In ten seconds after the shore
logs began drifting the Jam formed,
The weight of the
low and broad.

ed. Now, however, the efficiency of bubbling, gurgling, searching busily
for an opening, tbo river turned back
the gate had been destroyed.
"I wonder If we can't drop that gate on Itself.
way dowu to get something for a
"Nothing can stand that pressure,"
bead." said Orde to the foreman.
breathed Newmark. fasrfuntod
The two men examined the chute
"The bigger the pressure the tighter
and the sluice gate attentively for some she locks." replied Orde. lighting his
time.
pipe.
"If we could clear out the splinters
In order to take full advantage of
and rubbish we might spike a couple the water power developed by his dam
of saplings on each side for the gate old man Iteed had built his mill nearly
to slide down Into," speculated North. at a level with the stream.
.Now the
The logs were held up In the pond, river, backing up. rapidly overflowed
and a crew of men set to work to cut this flat. As the Jam tightened by Its
old
away the splintered ends of the
own weight the water fairly jumped
sill and apron. The current rendered from the lowest floor of the mill to
footing impossible, so all the work had the one above.

Rioting and Bloodshed In the Woods.
Rlvermen and Dam Owners Clash.

troops.
By 3 o'clock the main abutments had
The gate was then
been removed.
blocked to prevent its fall when Its
nether support should be withdrawn.
Suddenly was beard an exultant yell
from one of the axmen. A brief In-

more lojjs a pa Inst
convenient bowlder, and an old stull
near shore became the third pier In a
line below the mill.
"Now, boys." commanded Orde.
"shove off some shore logs and let

a

The going of the jam drained thç,
from the lower floors of the*"
mill. The upper stories and the grain
were si ill safe.
By evening the sluice gate bad been
roughly provided with pole guides
down which to elide to the bed of the
river. The following morning saw the
water

Reed wheeled, his thumb on the hammer.

as ever.
waving a frantic dish towel at him. work going on as methodically
the pond
Nothing could Induce the cook to at- By the end of the second day
was clear, and as Charlie's wanlgan
tempt the logs.
the first
"What Is It, Charlie Γ asked Orde, was drifting toward the chute
Into the
floated
drive
loose
of
Johnson's
the
and
ashore
stamping
leaping
head of the pond.
water from his boots.
"It's all off," confided the cook pessimistically. "It's no good. He's stopped us now."
"What's off? Who's stopped whatT*
"Reed. He's druv the men from the
dam with a shotgun. We might as I

well

quit."

"Shotgun, hey!" exclaimed Orde.
He
"Well, the old son of a gun!"
thought a moment, his lips puckered
as though to whistle; then, as usual,
be laughed amusedly. "Let's go take

look nt the army." said he.
He swung away at a round pace,
followed rather breathlessly by the
cook.
Orde found the center of the daui
was occupied by Heed, bis plug hat
fuzzier than ever, his coattails and
loose trousers flapping at his every
movement. Over his shoulder be carried a long percussion lock shotgun.
Perched along the bank sat the river-

a

men, watching bim in silence.
"What's the matter?" Inquired Orde,

approaching.

"If the law don't protect me I'll pro"1
tect myself," Reed proclaimed.
give ye fair warning."
"But surely." said Orde. "we have a
right to run our logs through. It's an

open river."
"And bev ye been runnln' your log·
through?" cried the old man excitedly.
"Hev ye? First off ye begiu to tear
down my dam, aud then when the
river begins a-roarln' and a-ragin'

I through

tben 700 tamper with my lin·

[TO

BE

CONTINUED.]

V/hat Yeomen War·.
Yeomeu were formerly considered to
be by their title on a level with enquires, uud they were called yeomen
l>ecause. lu addition to the weapons
proper

for

close

fought in the

wars

engagements, they
with arrow» and λ

bow which was made of yew; hence
After the conquest the
(he word.
the
name of yeomau. in reference to
original otlice lu war. was changed to
The term, however,
that of urcber.

continued with additions—the yeoof the crowu, of the chamber,
we Ond that
yeoman usher, etc.—and
was

man

considerable grants

were

bestowed

oo

In the legal view a
of them.
one that baa
yeoman is defined to be
a
fee land of the value of 40 shillings
to serve
year and la tbereb; qualltled
of the
on Juries, to vote for knlghta
which
shire and to do auy other act
althe law may require. The yeomen
In whatever
ways took a leadlug part
the regulations or lutereets
some

concerned
as
of the kingdom, and their renown
warriors is fully established by their
numeroua heroic achievement*.-London Globe.

_
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every Sunday
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last
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Friday
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day.
a solo most acceptably.
News haa been received of the illness rendered
J am M L. Chase has leased the HanniTbe annual meefing of tbe Merrill,
of Mrs. Mary Webber
from
for
the
homestead
Hamlin
pneumonia
bal
coming
beld recently and the
ΓKKNft —$1.50 « year Κ paid strictly In advance.
Ν. H., formerly of Springer Co. was
.Hherwtse •-'.00 a year. Single copiée 4 cente. summer to Mrs. Mattie Mitchell, who Soale, of Manchester,
officers were elected :
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and run it an a summer hotel. this place.
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given three consectlve Insertion» for #1J0
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are

era.

New type, faet preaeee, electric
Job Prmti.no
power, experteneel workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of ->ur »«u«l
anas complete au J popular.

9M«LE COPIES.
Single Copie» of the Democrat are four cents
each. They will be malle<l on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patron»
Jingle copie» of each issue have been place·! on
sale at the following place»'In the County :
ShurtletT's Drug StoreSouth Paris,
Noyea* Drug S tort.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
KuckHeM,
Mr». Harlow. PostOtHce.
Paris Mill,
Samuel T. White.
West Parts.
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1

open
Mrs. Mitchell has had experience in the
summer hotel business, and will endeavor to run a drat-class house.
Mrs. Joseph J. Slattery would be glad
to rent the lower part of her honse to
the right parties.
The Ladies1 Circle will meet in Cumin ings
Ball Friday evening. Supper
will be served at half-past six, followed
by an entertainment. All are invited to
come and bring something for the tables.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark P. Shaw entertained four tables at whist Thursday even-

A

good

Weet Paris.

sized audience listened to the

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.

C. H. Lane

on

Thursday. The subject

will be Franchise.
Mies Eva Tucker baa returned from
Lewiston. Miss Ella Chandler of Norway was her guest last Thursday.
Mrs. Josie Crawford of Island Pond,
Vt., has been visiting relatives and
friends in this village for a few days.
Mrs. William F. Willie spent Wednesday at South Paris.
Dr. B. F. Bradbury of Norway was
here one day last week in consultation
with Dr. Wheeler.
C. F. Barden has purchased a horse
and sleigh preparatory to taking bis position as a regular mail carrier on R. F.
D. Route, No. 2.
D. Π. Fifleld was at Bethel Monday.
Mrs. Herbert Heath of Sumner is visiting her sister, Mrs. Β. Ε Tuell.
Mrs. D. R Ford went to Portland

After

a

Pres.—Harry Jordan.
Vice-Pres.—George L. Merrill.
Clerk—Wesley Wheeler.
Treas and Manager—N. R. Springer.
WesDirectors— H. B. Jordan, Ν. E. Springer,
ley Wheeler.
Street
Mr. A. M. Edwards of Broad
of
has shown bis interest in the efforts
to
the scholars of the grammar school

start a library by sending them forty
valuable books. At a recent social tbe
scholars raised f 18.
Mr. Clinton Metcalf, wife and daughwith
ter, spent Sunday and Monday

Beckfleld.
the
Monday evening at Masonic Hall on
laater Mason's Degree waa conferred
of
visit
me candidate and the. official
Pond
)latriot Deputy Swan of Bryant'·
locurred tbe same evening. Repreentatlvea of teven lodge· were preeent.
L banquet waa served after tbe meeting·
Re·
District Deputy Prealdent of tbe
tekab Assembly Amy Strlokland.-aMUtof South
td by Mra. Hattie Bonney
In?arla as marshal, waa preaent and
tailed the offioera of Qood Faith Lodge
a
Tharaday evening. After the meeting
The following
inpper waa eerved.
ifficera were Inatalled:
N. G -Maude Morrill.
G.—Elisabeth Wltblngton.
8ec.—Zolma Hereey.
Trea·.—Clara Wlthlnfrton.
Warden—Winnie Jordan.
Condaotor— Alice Natty.
Outilde Guardian—Maude Record.
Inside Uoardlan—Stella Bo wen.
R. 8. N. G.—Joel· 8haw.
V.

U Becoming of Oar Woods?
AU over the United States a great
a ctivity has sprung op Id the praaerva-.
t Ion of the wild anlmati within He bor·
d ere. Eaob atata bai taken on IteeK to
en·
t uke tod enforoe stringent taw·,
a aritg their eafetj, and we all Ibdivldualtbia
1 j cannot bat be in sympathy with
> Vtut

ι

lovement.

However,· does

it not seem

strange

bat we hear practically nothing concernI ing tbe habitat of these wild thingsP
1
Tet each year witnesses their rapid det

traction, and it really la a pity, tbe way
magnificent forests of the North are
woodman's axe.
ι rithering under the
knd such a slaughter aait is! Now that
;ieat paper mills are springing up all
»ver our ttate, tbe demand for pulp
rood is becoming enormous, and to supily this demand tbe timber Isndi are
indergoing a complete annihilation,
fo tree ie now too small for tbe pulp

I be

,

icenee

of wondrous beauty and

to

auapend operatlona

till more

are

rlgora'or ia guaranteed—
To itop falling balr,
To cure daodruff,

of the Best Machines
We have
on the Market.
them in stock.

is

To make barab balr aoft and luxuriant,
To make balr grdV, or monej back.
It la tbe moatdeligbtful balr drraaing
Hide, and la a great favorite with ladlee
who deoire beautiful and luxuriant bair.
Prie»· 50c a large bottle.

ARE YOU SATISFIED
WITH YOUR STOMACH?

ana\
De yea vaal a Un* eee—mm Aet
m aafca

mw^yUfj

grandenr,

joe bal BMarabJa)

ΜΙΌΚΑ
Cures indigestion

mow come·.

hauling!

ESSïïUÏ"11
5# Ceat»

Urfe B«X

Closing
at

a

1

$35.00.

Price

Ne also rent them—$1.00 per day ; 10 cts. per
hour. No charge less than 60 cte. Call and
see

Buy

a

them.

Machine and do your

J

!
Garments

We announce our clearsale of men's high
gradelsuite and overcoat».
This sale offers a chance
to save money on your
ance

wearing apparel.

$18.00

Winter Weight Suits for

$14.00

distinct lines of all wool cas|?oar
Hart, Scbaffner
simerea, made

by

ROBES

HARNESS,

AND BLANKETS,

TRUNKS and BAGS

Frothingham's,

Are You One of the 300

guarantee of

& Marx, which is a
their worth.

$12.00

Winter Weight Suite for

$10.00

Green and gray patterns in

variety.

Winter

Suits for

$7.50

Overcoats

I^All sizes.

C«nri|bl looo by Hilt ScbalTacr U

H. B. Foster,
neglect

Lots

Norway,

one Price

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

that COUGH.

Get

Cough

Harvard

price.

roarked down In
the same proportion.

Clothier,

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Don't

great

$10.00

Weight

Extra values for the
of patterns.

W. Clarke,

Maine.

Ready-to-Wear

of

Low Price:

South Paris,

you

N. Dayton Bolster Co.

Out

Harness Maker,
Block,

and

own

neighbors* cleaning.

Two Trunks.
One Suit Case.
A few pairs of Men's
Felts and Rubbers.
Men's and Children's
Shoes.
One Fur Coat-second
hand.
One Show Case.
A full line of Sleigh
Heaters.
Collar Pads 40c. 76c.
pair while this lot
lasts.
good stock of
low price.
Blankets
11-4 inch Halter and
Rope for $1.00.

Electric
Bitters

W. O.

one

.

ure's pitiful effort to cover her scars.
Now does it not eeem that the govero·
nent should take step* to put a check to
k ni·*·
«Med»
;lils unreaaooable cuttiog? Indeed, oar
^
haa*.
ha·
long
lext door neighbor, Caoada,
bas m· omm, mm ready te dip* ém
uro taken eucb a step, prohibiting tree*
MaaaL
>f lees thao nine inches through to be
:ut; and not only baa she made such a
Canada
aw but she rigidly enforces It.
lias determined that ber woods shall not
Itecome a thing of the paat, a beautiful
memory; but that they shall continu··
J
ft
treat sources of wealth and beauty.
Now our great tracta of forests are n··
whit inferior to those of Canada, and ir
F. A. 8HURTLEFF A CO.
doe· seem too bad that something is no'
done to preserve them. Let our gov
prnment also make restrictions on the
trees to be cut. Then we too shall be
relieved of our preaent fears, and succeeding generations will not be met by
icenee of desolation, where lordly forests

Mrs. Metcalfe father, Mr. Setb Walker.
Mr·. F. P. Withlngton la seriously III
Ned Carter came home from Paaaa- it ber home. Miaa Nathalie haa come
Boston
to
Mrs. Ellen □. Jackson goes
a job
conaway, where be has
from Farmington to care for her.
Tuesday for a visit of a few weeks.
lumber, and returned this week.
Albert Heraey la confined to the bouae
Another week of beautiful weather,
The marriage of Mr. Benjamin Ltp- with a caae of chlckeo pox.
The warm
and very little sleighing.
Miael
and
bam of Schenectady, Ν. T.,
The report of tbe committee choaen to
sunny day* removed most of the remainSarah Poole of Bethel, took place in reviae the valaation of the town baa
ice from the roads so that wagons
ing
Boeton.
Coming Events.
Men leaned.
have been in general USB Up tu Saturday,
Much intereet is manifested in onr
when a light snow followed by a little
new board of trade.
Feb. 1.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Bryant's Pond. rain and colder weather Sunday brought Wednesday.
Peb. fttb,
Friday morning Mr. Frank Need ham I On Wedneeday evening,
Dr. Wheeler was called to South Paris
out the sleighs again.
During the week
at his home on Main Street, there will be given in Nezin*cot Hall a
away
passed
week.
last
NKW ADVKKTISKMKNTs.
tbe fields have been brown and bare, professionally
were beld Saturday trand concert by tbe W. I. W. Concert
Several new b>oks tor boys have been and funeral services
the roads muddy in places, and at least
afternoon.
lYtupe of Auburn under tbe auspice* of
(
for
the
library.
Are You One of the 300?
public
one night tbe
temperature remained purchased
Rev. A. T. McWborter delivered a the local Eaatero Star, presenting two
National Bank Protection.
Granite
from
Lodge,
a
delegation
Qinte
above the freezing point.
''From tbe comedy farces entitled "Crasjland" and
$7.50 Ituys a Horse-Clipping Machine.
vinited Jefferson Lodge at most interesting lecture,
It's Money Saved
On four days last week, Jan. 25, 20, 27, F. and A M
Pine Tree State to the Laod of tbe "Over tbe Garden Fence." Mr. Harrie
Pond
night.
The American Vacuum Cleaner.
Tuesday
his
automobile
Bryant
2*, Perlev F Kipley had
who missed listen- Webber, humoriat and impersonator,
Send-Yearly Clearance Sale.
Char lea Rriggs went to Buck held to Shamrock." Those
Paris Hill aud Norway
in use between
baritone soloia',
Special Sale
last Monday ing to It lost the opportunity of spend- and Frank Ingeraoll,
Maxonic
a
atteod
meeting
S.
J.Court.
a'lowed
by
of tbe
Costa In Crtmlual Cases
and found excellent wheeling.
ing not only a profitable but entertain- will contribute to tbe interest
ï Notices of Appointmeul.
evening.
We hope to hear him entertainment.
PAKTKKMJK DISTRICT.
CommNstoner*' Notice.
His· Beulah Robbina of Sumner is the ing evening.
once stood.
A >tart'lng «tateiiienl.
The eervicee at the Methodist church
again.
Lovkb or Maine.
Charlie Hodgdon has «old his farm to guest of her aunt, Mrs. Bert Day.
Coughs and Cold·.
to re- Sabbath morning were by Mrs. Pottle,
saddened
was
The
at
community
were
M|.».na.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Tucker
Clarence Damon of Buckfield.
waa confined to hia home
of
Mr.
death
tbe
the
of
aa
tbe
news
ceive
pastor
To the Public
Wtu. Mason recently visited his sister, North l'ans Monday.
A WRETCHED MISTAKE
at by a aevere cold.
Statement of the |Pn>vldeoce Washlogton In
Mia· Mvra Irish of Bucktleld ia the Nathaniel Lowe Saturday morning
Mrs. Emi'y Youug. of West Sumner.
su ranee Co.
of South Paria was to endure tbe itching, painful distress of
be
where
Buck
Miaa
General
Myrtle
the
Maine
Hospital,
WardH.
H.
Statement of the London Assurance Corpora
guest of her sister, Mrs.
Piles. There's no need to. Listen: "I
underwent an operation for appendicitis the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Pottle the
Locke'· Mills.
lion.
well.
suffered much from Piles," writes Will
has made a brave past week, returning home Friday.
He
Chriatmaa
the
to
Day.
church
was
taken
(he
at
UnivernaHst
service·
The
Mrs Edith I)<>iigla*s
N. C., "till I got
Mra. Abby Pratt of Eut Buckflcld waa A. Marsh of Slier City,
Nathaniel Kartlett.
but complicationa baffled tbe
Centrai Mane Ueueral Hospital Tuesday Sundaj were conducted both morning struggle,
and
was tbe guest of Mra. Cbarlea Gray on Fri- a box of Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
The death of Nathaniel Bartlett occur- for an operation for appendicitis. It is and evening by the Young People's akill of the surgeons. Mr. Lowe
was soon cured."
Burns, Boils, Ulcer»,
be much day.
At the morning ser- very biglily re· pec ted and will
red at his homo io Caribou Wednesday very sad as there has been much sickness Christian Union
Chapped
He leaves a widow and two
Sledding ia atill quite good in Buck- Fever Sores, Eczema, Cuts,
Boroiiu;, Nov. 17th. at 3:·10 o'clock, a' m t'<e tun > (or tbe past year, and only vice a large chorus furmshed excellent mi«sed.
before it. 25c
field and the teams are kept bu<y haul- Hands, Chilblains, vanish
the age of 77 year·, 5 months ami 7 day· a short tit»,» ago they buried their baby, singing, with the exception of a eolo by sons.
& Co.'a.
Married, in Boston, Jan. 19, Benjamin ing wood and various kinds of freight. I at F. A. Shurtleff
lier friends Mr. lriah, and one «ong by the children
He was stricken with a paralytic shock on v a few months old
W. J. Wheeler waa in town Thuraday
Mr. of the Sunday School. The report of Lapham of Schenectady, Ν. Y., and
about two month· ago and has been con
hope for her speedy recovery.
LIFE SAFER.
MAKING
on business and called at the Methodist
fin ml to hi· bed since that t me. with a Douglass is brakeraaa on tbe G. T. Κ
the Juoior Y. P. C. U. was read by the Sarah Poole o( Bethel.
is being made more
life
Everywhere
Curoparsonage.
of
Her
retrained nurse, and all the attention pos- j
the
dea'h
\\V hear of
Joseph
president, Mi»s Bertha Penley.
MIDDLE IXTKRVAI.E.
Will E. Allen, who has recently gone safe through tbe work of Dr. King's
sible was giveu hiru fur bis comfort
mipgs, formerly of this place, who died port showed that although small, an
with
was
who
a
Blanche
Little
Dionne,
New Life Pills in Constipation, Biliousinto business for himself, setting up
Mr Btrtletf was b »rn in H w ford, I at the h<oue of liram Bacon in Wood- active organiz ition could accomplish a
Mrs. Kimball last nommer, is now with ready made clothing and grocery store, ness, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Livrr
Ue was a brother of the late great deal. The president, MUs Elinor
Maine, in 1833, and was educated io the stock
her a* her own child. She is a smart lit- is having a good run, getting bis share, troubles, Kidney Diseases and Bowel
common and high ichool· and later at il ram Cummtng·, who died recently at Tuell, reported for the Senior Y. P. C.
tle girl and full of smiles and makes sun- it is presumed, of tho public patronage. Disorders. They're easy, but sure, and
Kent's Hill Seminary At an early age he the h <me of his son, Kev C. S. Cum U. The Union has forty-live member·,
shine wherever she enters.
Will is a good fellow and deserves to perfectly build up the health. 25c at F.
ser !
went to New York and w»* there employ- minfr*· of Auburn.
active
for
well
all
equipped
nearly
win.
A. Shurtleff A Co.'r.
He then
ed in the mercantile business
Mr». I.eoa Cu minings is quite sick at vice. A good amount of work has beer
West Sumner.
came to Arooetook and «a» a clerk in the Ibis writing.
done in the past year and they hope t"
ALLEN'S LUNG BALSAM
Suppose all our readers have seen the
drj goods store of Ε. ii limes at II >ulMit Harriet derrick is visiting her do much mure in the future. The ad'
Bryant's Pond.
Found In
te the old reliable cough remedy.
comet. It seems to be standing on its
too during the winter of l^dO, and io the son Charles at itrhun. V. H.
lressof Miss Florence French of Port
The fanerai of Joseph Cumruines, every drug store and In practically every hom-*.
There are indications of sprirg. Crows Ian ), a member of the national executive head.
spring of iStfl he came to township
who died io Greenwood, Jan. 24tb, was For sale by all r'rugglew, 25c 50c. and $1.00. 3 0 a
Mrs. Uattie Curtis, who was here visit- held io this
Letter I, or F >restv.lle Plantation (now are
plenty, and t*o robins were b >ard, was a pleasing and forceful ad
village at the Baptist church
has
and commenced seen quite
a
part of Caribou)
by several last Tuesday between C. dress, her subject being the value of Y ing her sister, Mrs. Lettie Ford,
Wednesday. The serrann wan by Rev.
Paris.
in
West
home
to
her
returned
work for (Jeorge Hilling* on a farm on Trask's aud J C. Littletield's.
Horse
P. C. U. work tu the individual life an<
A
Seth Benson of Paris. Mr. Cumminge
M. F. Ford, wife and two children, of was born in
the Van Uuren road about a mile from
In
Kmerson Curna of West Paris has been the church at large. The eveuing ser
25, 1827.
Gray,
Sept.
a
at
Later he settled a( in town visiting relatives and friends.
Hartford, spent Friday with Mr. Ford's 1836 his father, Joseph Cummines, Sr.,
Caribou village.
vice was led by the vice-president, Ver
was in
Miss French spoki parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Ford.
Mr. Carney of Berlin, \ H
Presque Isle when that region was alιιοη Κ Ellingwood.
moved to South Paris and bought the
Mrs. Rodney Chandler is in very poor
most au "unknown qaanlity," and for town Tuesday, a guest at James Crookstore. Mr. Cummings settled
again in the evening. There were beau
of nervous Thayer
three years was employed by the late er's
tiful flowers. Altogether the service: health, being on the verge
in Greenwood when quite a young man
a
large
Will Coo I edge is suffering from an at- were among the best which the Youu( prostration.
Joseph lliues, E>q, who did
and resided on a farm near South Pond.
Win. Mason of Paris was in town Wedmerchandise busiuess and was also one tack of asthma
For many years be was engaged as a
People's Christian Union have ever held
of
cattle.
lumber
of the promineut
operator·
nesday buying
Succeed when everything else fails.
Mrs Addie Conner of Albany is stopcook in the woods. For several years
Helen
Chandler
Mrs.
escaped
narrowly
Greenwood.
the county.
In nervous prostration and female
he has been in failing health and his
ping at Jerome Ames'.
Thursleft
of
her
the
Mr. Bartlett came to Caribou in 1ϊ»β4
eye
her
is
Brown
sight
weaknesses they are the supreme
Mrs. Clara
visiting
death was hastened by a shock. Mr.
After the rain wa» over Saturday th» losing
Δ lady who was assisting her was
and commenced doing a general mer- daughter, Mrs. Walter Chase, at Dix- I.skunks left their winter
was a member of Jefferson
remedy, aa thousands have testified. I
quarters, prob day.
Mrs. Cummings
a long stick.
with
chandise business which he earned on tield.
stirring
dye
son
one
of Masons. Ho leaves
for the purpose of getting a littli
Lodge
ably
FOR KIDNEY.LIVER AND
stove
for a period of twelve years. H« was
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Cobb of West I fresh air, and the striped squirrels tool Chandler in stooping over the
and a brother, Woodbury Cummings, of
STOMACH TROUBLE
the stick in the corner of her eye,
stuck
Under P. 0.
express agent in Caribou from 1S77 un- Paris made a dying visit at L. C. Trask's
I. 0. 0. F.
theii
to
clean
the
situation
Togus.
advantage of
it is the best medicine ever sold
til 1>'.'2 when he resigned his position. Wednesday, on their way home from homes of beech nut shells and othei inflicting quite a wound and causing her
Fuller's Orchestra of seven pieces
a
counter.
over
Eastern
a
black
druggist's
He then commenced with the
eye.
Dixlield, where they had been visitiug I rubbish. This, to some extent, dupli to bave
from Lewiston has been engaged for the
Mrs. Frank Young went to Hartford 4th of March ball
Express Co. and when that company's their daughter, Mrs. Treat Howard.
cates the month of January, 1876, whei
given by the Uniform
will be employed in
she
where
Thursday
business was sold to the American ExRank. The company will give a miliI the snow all went off and the writei
East Bethel.
the family of George Young.
press Co., he became au agent for the
drill before the ball.
I picked up a field of stone heaps, sine·
who is boarding at tary
Mrs.
Clara
latter company, also agent for the DoClark,
Mies Ella Farwell has been the guest turned into
David £. Hayes, who was formerly
pasture; but the stones an her
C. Ford's, is in very
N.
minion Express Co., when he resigned. of friend* at Rumford the past week.
brother's,
I there yet to remind ue of the fact.
agent here, has given up his position in
In May, IStfô. he was married to Miss
poor health. She keeps her room and Panama and is now employed by the
Mrs. F. B. H>we visited relatives at
so far regained hii
Morgin
Henry
She is causing her
one.
Ruth Abbie Hall, whose death occurred Kethel Hill a few days last week.
Maine Central R. R. Co.
health as to resume work for Charles A seldom sees any
friends a good deal of anxiety as to her
June "JOth, 1905. One eon was born to
Mrs. Odber Jones has returned from Dunham, West Bethel. His brothe
There will be a masquerade ball at the
YOU WILL FIND Δ GOOD LINE OF
aud is stopping at J. I Frank more recently commenced worl mental and physical condition.
them, Roy F., who died Feb. 15th, 1894. Colebrook, Χ. Η
Hall, Feb. 4tb. G. W. Q. PerGrange
entertained
The S. B- R. Club was
by ham, floor
This young man was a graduate of Bow- L. (Iolt's
H.
C.
J.
Perbam,
in the spool mill at Bryant's Pond, wa
manager;
doin College and w;is a law student
George Swan is driving a handsome I taken sick and obliged to give up hii Mrs. Amanda Bisbee Thursday after- Alton Bacon, aide. Supper served at
After the questions were disnoon.
Mr. Bartlett was a man of marked pair of work horses, recently purchased
with
his
brothe
intermission.
He
is
I
boarding
job.
sketches of the life of Jenny
ability, kind hearted and generous; of at South Paris.
Gov. Fernald is expected here this
I Floyd, is now improving and hopes t< cussed,
Lind, the Swedish Nightingale, and week to talk over the sweet corn situaMiss Elsie Bartlett of Lowell, Mass., resume work the first of the week.
spotless integrity, a widely known aod
of her triumphal tour of
reminiscences
beloved citizen of this rapidly growing in at h«-r h>*m
here for a few months'
tion with the farmers.
The recent rain came so near spoilini
the United States were read. Refreshtown and well deserves the high opinion vacation.
I the sledding that some have given uj ments were served. The next meeting
entertained of him by his townsmen,
Mrs Walter Bartlett is a guest of Mr. I
Peru.
hauling and are yarding out, thus pre will be Feb. 10.
lie leaves an elderly step mother, a half and Mrs II. E. Bartlett.
I paring for the next installment of win
The rain Friday night and Saturday
There was a social dance and box supsister and an adopted daughter to mourn
Business is good in this vicinity. Many I ter.
REASONABLE PRICES AT
AT
here Wednesday evening. Charles carried off the snow and caused a rise in
their loss.
of the farmers are cutting pulp wood,
Last Monday Joseph Cummings, ι per
the
went
out
ice
the
river
so
the
P.
G.
and
Mrs.
during
of
Paris
West
Martin
The funeral services were held from and landing it on the river banks.
I younger brother of the late Hiram Cum
furnished music. Hot coffee night and carried the ferry ropes off at
his late home on High Street on Friday
The mill at Z. W. Bartlett's is a busy I
died at the town farm and hi Barrett
mings,
All say it the Center and at East Peru.
to the dancer#.
A.
was
served
Nov.
Rev.
Arthur
afternoon,
19th,
place, they are working a crew of thirty- I funeral occurred at Bryant's Pond 01
We have been having some spring
MAINE.
occasion.
a
Blair of the Tniversalist church officiat- seven men.
SOUTH PARIS,
I Wedneeday. Have not learned who con was very enjoyable
Thursday seemed to be an onlncky weather for the past week.
J. M. Bartlett has a crew cutting pine I ducted the divine services, nor when
ing. The interment was in Evergreen
Ε. M. Howard has had a relapse of
day. C. A. Bonney was hauling wood
Cemetery.
timber, which is sawed at the mill and I his remains were buried.
on that day, and as he was walking be- pneumonia and is in a very critical conshipped to the Berlin Mills Co.
!
The Bible question, given a few week
side the sled he gave bis horses a cnt dition and there is not much hope of
Rev. Ber jamin John Fitz.
and
Η. E. Bartlett, George Swan
I ago, has been delayed longer than wa with the
which started them up, him.
others are cutting pine timber to be intended, but will
{Ureenwtch, Conn., New», Jan. 7.)
keep till February and a twigwhip
catchiug in one of the sled
Kev. Benjamin John Fitz died Satur- sawed at the mill.
Two persons have responded to it, bu
I
stakes jerked it back, striking Mr. BonEast Brownfield.
Elmer Trask has a crew of men cut- I were
day in Chicago while en route to Denver
hoping to hear from a dozen o:
in both
for his hetltb, aged 3;» years. The re- ting and landing pine timber on his land, I more, John, among the rest, being a ney in the mouth, outting a gash
The entertainment given on the evenAtwood
Dr.
that
bled
!
profusely.
mains were brought to Greenwich for which will be sawed later.
I he is ao able Bible scholar and a forme: lips
ing of the 24th by the schools of Mies
dressed the wound.
interment.
I school teacher.
McKinney and Miss Martin was a markof
Farnum
Woodstock
Albert
Albany.
Tuesday
Kev. Mr. Fitz was burn in Stafford,
ed success in every way. The proceeds,
who
had
town
this
a
man
to
have
been
Laura
and
Edith
East
Sumner.
brought
Cummings
August 1, 1ST*», his father being a Contwenty dollar», will be used for the
been boarding with him for a short time. benefit of the School
the month in which female ,
Improvement
gregational minister. When a boy the visiting their grandparents, Mr. and
February,
The man's name could not be learned
family moved to Maine, and the deceased Mrs. J. W. Cummings.
talk the least, is with us, but «til I
League.
He
to
a detective.
be
but
he
claimed
Tom Poole has moved his family into
If you are not one of our
was prepared for college at Bridgton
tongues keep wagging, as was notice< I
Many guests were most royally enterto go out into the woods tained
the order of Free Masons at
not open a check account with this strong and
Academy. He entered Bowdoin Col- the Dwight Rose bouse, owned by Til- I at the circle dinner at the Congregation said he wanted
by
and look for the carcasses of old horses their installation Jan. 26.
al vestry on last Wednesday. There wa
lege in 1S93, and graduated with the son Burk, of Bethel.
BANK and add one more to
! that were being used for fox bait. He acPrank Sloan sold a veal calf to John a
class of 1S97. He was in his senior year
Bradford Cole remains quite helpless.
good attendance aud the receipts foi
list II you live in this town and
this
went into the woods and after
cordingly
interest
is
in college wheu he entered the Colorado Philbrook last week
Muoh
were
dinners
20.
being
$7
I five and ten cent
appreciated
a little gave the men that were with taken in the
Several sick cows around town.
carry a check account with some
State College, and received the degree of
lyceums whioh our high
I Arthur Heald and Ezra Stetson o'
Mr. Farnum after waiting sohnol is
him the Blip.
No damage by the recent rain, only to South
A. B. there. Three years later he reother bank, your interests ought
and
Ernest
H.
Stetsoi
occasionally.
holding
Weymouth,
him to return went home
a while for
Clair Gray is the guest of Georgo
ceived bis A. M. from the University of the sledding.
of Springfield, Mass., arrived on Wed
to be centered enough to give
turned
afterwards
him.
He
without
up
Colorado. He taught in the Colorado
Soule.
I nesday for a few days' outing.
West Buckfield.
us part of your account, if
bad
he
whither
at
walked,
Buckfleld,
a
and
was
infrom
Mrs. Colcord, who suffered
State Preparatory School
Mrs. Elvira H. Heald of Canton was ii ,
Mrs. W. L. Harlow is in Bucktield
on his way at some of the bouses
calling
not all, and help support
the
better.
of
is
somewhat
on
the
shock
structor
faculty
University with her
I town two days last week visiting her sis
recently,
slight
daughter, Mrs Ed Phinney.
and begging food. The next morning
of Colorado for three years. After takat S. Robinson's.
farmers are hauling potatoes to I ter
The
constable
to
the
Mr. Farnum 'phoned
Some of the young people are prepar
^
ing Holy Orders in the Episcopal church Bucktield station for 40c.
Maine News Notes.
Geo. H. Barrows, to arrest the
per bushel.
he helu a pastorate for a year at Linfor a public entertainment in the , here,
Mt. Mica Telephone Co. has a ing
The
man, he had "skipped" his board and
near future.
coln, Xeb. He then entered the service
I
Jan. 27 at tbe Prince
other bills. He has not yet been beard
DEPOSITORS
of the Holy Cross mission in New York special meeting
The merchants1 association in Bath,
With circle and grange dinners the
school house.
from.
the native place of Charles W. Morse,
38
social element is by no means depletec
City and spent between three and four
Dec.
Charles Sauborn has finished working
Win. A. Barrows Post and W. R. C., has endorsed the petitions for clemency
and home productions draw better thai
years io service among the East-aide for Will
78
Jan.
Ό9,
1,
Fogg.
No. 79, held a joint installation Jan. 21. for Mr. Morse which are now in circulaother. Even dances under the aus
I
poor.
Carl Heald has bought a pair of horses any
104
After a pleasant social hour dinner was tion.
Feb.
1, '09,
In September, 1908, he married Mrs.
of the grange take better thar
picee
of Vinton Keene.
served by the ladies of the Corps. The
118
Mar.
1, '09,
those conducted by outside parties.
Josephine Kind of Lincoln, Xeb., who
Fred J. Stevens of Portland, a lineman
following officers were installed for the
survives h.ui. In August, ΗΌ9, he re143
Lake.
'09,
1,
Norway
Apr.
Post by the installing officer, L B. in the employ of the New England TeleNorth Waterford.
moved to Greeuwich where be had been
169
was electrocnted at Augusta
Mrs. F. E. Pottle has been on the sick
1,'09,
Co.,
Heald:
phone
May
staff
the
master
on
the
of
as
Mrs. Albert Brown and son Normal (
appointed
in contact with a
list for more than a week.
Tuesday
by
178
coming
J. Brown.
Com.—F.
'09,
1,
June
Brunswick school, and also served as an
are guests of relatives at Poland.
S V.—Q. H. Barrows.
Mrs. Asa D. Frost has been real ill for
light wire. He was 24 years of age and
201
assistant at Christ church.
1, '09,
Hattie Grover has returned to Bethel,
J. V.—D. O. Rowe.
July
several days.
single.
Late in Xovember what started ap214
where she is attending school.
Chap S. C. He&HI.
'09,
1,
Aug.
Mrs. David Flood was quite sick for a
Adit.—L. B. Heald.
A number of Portland women whose
Mrs. Lucinda Speere got the mosi
parently as a temporary indisposition day or two recently, and Mr. Flood's
230
Sur.—H. C. Barrows.
'09,
1,
Sept
led up to tuberculosis, and as a last
arrest for extensive shoplifting a few
I votes at the Welch show as the mosi
Q. M.—A. B. Wheeler.
health is very poor this winter.
244
1,
'09,
Oct
a
were
Doble.
since
caused
chance for life he left Greenwich ThursΟ.
G.
months
t
D.-E.
so
won
the
and
of
sensation,
prize
and son Ralph popular lady,
Mrs. Webster
Ο. β.—D. R. Coles.
267
fine
and
sentenced
to
week
1,
'09,
last
work.
of
crochet
Nov.
imprisonday morning with his wife for Colorado. are sick, and the Kilgore
piece
little girl has been ill. pretty
0« reaching Chicago they went to
272
Harry Brown is visited by his aunt The roster of officers installed for the ment, but the imprisonment portion of
1, '09,
'.
Dec.
Miss S. P. New hall has returned from
Effie
L.
a
few
hours
before
W. R. C. by
a bote! to rest for
Bonney, installing the sentence was suspended during good
Mrs. Alice Tuttle.
Vt.
Newport,
Mr.
Fitz
to
follows:
for
Denver.
behavior.
leaving
began
officer,
Mrs. Davis is on the sick list.
Mrs. Asa Bartlett is much better.
lose strength rapidly and died on New
Pre*.—Elele Barrows.
Mrs. Lucien Andrews and three chil
About 100 farmers gathered In WaterDoble.
S.
V.—Ella
Year's day at five o'clock in the morning.
Oxford.
dren, also Mr. and Mrs. Isaiab Hazeltot
J. V.-Cora Ttbbelte.
vllle Tuesday and organized the Maine
Funeral services were held ou Monday
Hazelton'i
at
Fred
Sec —Alice Back.
An all day's session of the Grange was of Albany visited
Seed Improvement Association. W. G.
with the same
afternoon at Christ church, the rector
We serve the small
Treas.—Roeetta Rycraon.
with
installation of last week.
held Saturday
Hunton of Readfleld is president, and
Barrett.
and three brother clergymen officiating.
as
the
Chap.—Vona
hert
Co.
are
to
be
and
The
Lino
Show
promptness
Dog
courtesy
officers. The state lecturer was present
Leon S. Merrill of Solon secretary. C.
G.—H.8. Robertson.
Interment was made in Putnam cemeA. G —Ella Bonney.
aud spoke upon "Soils." There was a and give shows three nights, starting
is a member of
of
Waterford
Mclntire
S.
Efflc Bonney.
Pat. Inst
tery, and the remains lie in Greenwich,
the weather I Monday, the 31st. They have engaged
the executive committee.
Mu.—Maud Barrows.
where Mr. Fit ζ would have chosen to good attendance, although
board at Parris Paige's.
was unfavorable.
C. B.—Lettie Ford, Angle Bobbin·, Nellie
and
loved
the
work
the place
rest; for he
Gen. Charles Hamlin has presented to
Effle
Robinson.
Starblrd,
at
the
Baldwin
Rev. Mr.
preached
he u.ii in it, and the people among
Byron.
Hamlin school of Bangor,
Main·.
Annie Barrows presided at the organ. the Hannibal
Rerl»,
South
Congregationalist church Sunday.
whom he worked.
the Union Square grammar
went
to
Mon
Dr.
S.
Carthage
Taylor
formerly
woolen
in
tbe
Robinson
State
are
Four
to
Mrs.
H.
S.
Delegates
spoolers
Corps
Although he bad been but anhort time mill have
of
bis
a
do
to
father,
dentistry.
■chool,
large portrait
struck for higher pay. Their day
Robertson, Mrs. P. B. Bosworth.
in Greenwich he made many friends
The portrait has
Richard and Virgil Taylor went to
Hannibal Hamlin.
have been supplied by others.
here. His genial, sunny nature and the places
on
Pond
and will be hung in the
their
Beaver
been
framed
Lovell.
camp
Monday.
Mr. A J. Holden went to Norway
love that he gave to others as he went
Bernard Andrews of Canton was in
low'er corridor of the school building.
this week on the occasion of the birthOwing to the rain and warm weather Thetohool was
along his w iy attracted the love of othtown over Sunday.
recently named in honor
of his
of the logging teams are out of the
youngest
many
day
granddaughter,
ers to him and many saddened hearts
Hamlin by
of former Vice-President
Mrs. Lizzie Ferrin was found dead in woods.
Barker.
Marjorie
mourn his early death.
Jan. 21st, at her
the city government, and with
Miss Harriet Andrews went to Port- bed Friday morning,
Mr. Herman Holt now seem· to be im- order of
where she kept
the approval of the school board, and at
land Saturday to attend the Chapman- borne in Gum Corner,
proving, and unless new complications
Mere and There.
house for her father, M. S. Whitney arise his chances for
the same time the Palm Street grammar
Alexander meetings
recovery are good.
are
Abraham Lincoln
and has
The mill of J. H. Fox at the village school was named
Dr. Peebles of Lewiston was in town She was a large, fleshy woman,
in poor health for some time. Her has been shutdown for three weeks in school.
The Republican State Committee met to visit Mrs. I. N. Keith, who is very been
came
Errol
from
husband and children
order to repair the boiler, and make
at Augusta Tuesday, and It was decided feeble.
Not since the big freshet of 1806 have
X. H., to attend the funeral, which was
to hold thts year's state convention at
changes in the machinery. It is now the people along the Maine rivers felt so
a.
at
10
attended
held Sunday
by
East Waterford.
m.,
running again.
much apprehension as during the high
Augusta on the 29th of June. Senator
Rev. G. B. Hannaford. The Grange
Jlmmie Welch and hie "all star" water of the first of last week. The rain
Born, .Ian. 23d, to the wife of Sidney
Eugene Hale will be chairman of the
mueic.
furnished
choir
show were at'the village two nights. and the
convention. Senator Haie was present S. Hall, a son, (Clayton Sidney.)
melting snow sent the streams
Tuesday as M. S. Whitney was going There have been poorer show· here.
Leslie E. Mclntire has been seriously
at the meeting of the State Committee.
booming. At Lewiston quite a lot of
for
some wood he slipped and fell,
out
ill the past week with rheumatic fever.
Friday evening the Lovell Concert the lumber in the false work under the
him quite severely. He was' Band met and decided to
His physician succeeded in breaking it injuring
quit the busi- new Grand Trunk bridge across the
to be cared for.
Hon. Frederick A. Powers of Houlton
E.
to
Ε.
taken
Knapp's
ness.
They have been playing a year or Androscoggin was carried ont. A bridge
up so it did not have a long run, and he
was expected
which
is definitely announced as a candidate is now
comet,
Halley'e
two, but some of the members being in process of construction between Lewimproving. William Walker of to be visible in
for United States Senator, t» succeed
February, was seen in away It was thought best not to prolong iston
and Brunswick on the Maine CenNorway is caring for him.
Jan. 23 near the even- the
skies
the
western
Senator Haie when the latter1» term exis
of
Waltbam
Button
Louis
spending
agony, so they played the laat tune tral went out, and a few other small
pires neat March.
He will re- ing star.
and went out.
a week at G. A. Miller's.
bridge· in various parte of the state
turn with his wife Saturday to Waltham.
were lost, but the flood stopped short of
Hartford.
Hebron.
has
enterwe
are
inclinA medicine company
given
Out here in the country
doing any big damage, and the water re·
Mrs. Bessie Hayford went to the C
Home
Hebron
little
hall
three
evenwaste
in
Haskell's
tainments
Telephone Company ceded with only minor disasters recorded to call a man green and
M. G. Hospital at Lewiston, Monday, for held Ita annual
Jan.
27and
electa
wad
week.
he
the
meeting
ed.
ings
puts
past
sympathy on him when
as we
an operation for appendicitis.
ed the following officers:
Josiah Weeks is in very poor health
of bills in hie pocket and goes into a
Mrs. Alfonse Bergeon went to LewisH
Pre·.—C.
winter.
this
his
George.
crowd and gets
pocket picked.
no
P.ctureeque, Speedy and Convenient.
ton Thursday, called there by the illness
Vice-Pros —C. W. Camming·.
What can we say of the New York" bank
Sec—John Bailey.
These are three points that appeal to
of her mother.
Weal Lovell.
the theatre with
went
to
who
Treat.—Grace Bnmpus.
president
the traveler, either for business or pleasMrs. Florence Fletcher and Mrs. Frank
Gen. Man.—I. L. Bum pus.
The late rains have been uofortnnate
|28,00U in bill· in his pocket, and lost it?
Allen were in Buckfleld Monday.
Director·—C. H. George, John Bailey, C. W. uae, and are the three points pre-emifor those who have teaming to do on low
Mrs. W. 0. Eustis and son Oliver Camming·, Geo. Allen, 8. J. Whlttemore, W. G. nently associated with the Grand Trunk
lands.
Conant and J. L. Bumpu·.
Tours
route to the Pacific coast.
In a recent issue of the Xaine Farmer,
spent Tuesday in Buckfleld.
has
been
Fox
Correne
poorMrs.
quite
of
his
told
Mrs. C. W. Cumminge and son Harry
visited friend· Id
One way and ronnd trip tickets on sale
Ed
Falardo
Mrs.
an Androscoggin potato raiser
haa
Lord
week.
the
Evelyn
past
ly
Incited
and Esther George went to Lewlston to Northern and Southern Pacific Coast
Romford recently.
success on 22 acres of favorably
been helping her.
W. 0. Eustis was In Lewiston Wednes- Tuesday to see Fannie Hant. They re- points.
land. The coat of production, including
wu in Bridgton
McAllister
II.
V.
spraying,
ported her as gaining.
Drop a postal, stating your objective
labor, seed, fertilizer and
uy.
Hebron Grange held an all day meet- point, to J. Qainlan, D P. Α., Mon:real,
Mrs. James Irish was in Buckfleld
amounted to |l,ti04 03. The crop is not Wednesday.
has been fishing several <
Andrews
W.
G.
or any G. T. R. Representative, and fall
ing Wednesday.
Wednesday.
j
yet all sold but the receipts stand, imes lately with good success.
Mrs. Eurydice Sturtevant haa returned particulars of rates, routes, trains, etc.,
Mr. Dunn of Boston is visiting at W
3175 bushels sold at 43 cents, f1,505 36,
is a little better bat
LeBaron
A.
R.
«
home from Mechanic Tall·.
will be oheerfully sent yon bj return.
E. Russell's.
with 2100 bushels still in storage, or a
1
ι tot able to go io the woods.
I
total crop of 5257 bushels.
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The American
Vacuum Cleaner

To cure itching of tbe ecalp,
To put life into faded hair,

Chaplain—Lucy Skllltngs.
t is now, in far too many placée, conΛ few have been compelled to uae | ronted by a spectacle of ruin and pover
lack of ι y. In place of splendid foreata, a etubvagons thia week owing to tbe
Moat of tbe teaméters have been j >y, scraggy thicket has sprung up, namow.

tbiiged

'

Areata for Pari·!·» Safe, and
We Know the Guarantee
la Oeouine.
1
P. A. Shurtieff & Co.
InPariaan Sage, tbe quick-acting hair

iVe

luoters, aad tbe reeuit is obvions.
Where once the eye waa met with

L. 8. N. <J.—Jennie BUI nf wood.
R. 8. V. G.—Itb Gardner.
L. 8. V. G —Helen Dorpian.

TO THE PUBLIC.

a

bottle of

Balsam

Its prompt
and stop it before it gets well underway.
immediate
use for a slight cough or cold will give
relief, while cases of long standing and apparently incurable character often
We

yield

to its curative power.

especially recommend

troubled with Asthma.

it in

cases

where

one

is

It clears the throat and relieves

the wheezed up condition which is

so

disagreeable.

EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED TO GIVE SATISFACTION.
25c. a bottle at the pharmacy of

F.

SHURTLEFF &

A.

CO.,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

F.JA. Shurtleff & Co.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

depositors already, why

growing

HOME

INDUSTRIES.

SATISFACTION afforded to wearers of Queen Quality
shoes is attested by the ever growing
demand. It is only because of their exceptional
merits that women show a marked preference

THE

1, '08,

for them

1,10,

Feb.

—

Paris

Clothier and Furnisher,

large.

31 Market Sq.,

Company,

Trust

us

J. F. Plummet*,

305

depositor

It will

all others in the world.

Prices $2.50, $3.00, $3.50.

283

1, Ί0,

over

pleasure to show you the new "Queen
Quality" styles we now have on display.

afford

—

Jan.

UNIVERSAL

South Paris, Me.

-

—

SPECIAL SALE Comfort for the Feet!
Opens FRIDAY,

FEB.
will continue until all

39 Pieces—1476%

sold.

yds.

Crinkled Seersucker,

9 cts. per

yd.

sold last year for 16c.
Same
two alike.
All beautiful colors and

Look at them and you will

surely buy.

Sincerely,

j

This is the season when we are obliged
And let
to have comfortable Footwear.
us remind you that you can find here anything you need to keep your feet warm
and dry. A good assortment of all kinds

4th, and

at the lowest

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Telephone lia-8.

CA
(£7
/ .Jv

φ

)·

1

HAINE.

Buys

a

Stewart No. 1

Ball Bearing Horse
Clipping Machine at the Tucker
Harness Store.

S. B. & I. S. Prince, James
NORWAY,

possible price.

tt is simple

to

91

run

■

and will pay for itself in

a

short time.

N. Favor, "»«»

Main 8t,

Norway* Main·.

Semoocmt

jhe

SOCTHPARIS.
SOl'TH ΡΑΚΙ· POST OfTICl.

r.M.
OBce Hours: 7iOA.ll.lo7®
υΚΑΚϋ TBUWK «AILWAT.

Commencing September X, l'JCi».
TKAI.NS LKAVK SOUTH PARIS
36 A. M.. dally ; 9 JO A. M.,
uoîug down east)-5
4:3»TP. M., dally; «.nop
laliv except Sunday;
^unit&v only.
A. M., dally; 3ittr.il.
wee»)—»30
! UUI>
dally ; WriS A
\cept Sunday; 8:47 p.
ut ν

w

Sunday only.

a

OHVaOHH.
Rev. A. T. McK'r·· oiuregatlonal Church,
·.
Castor. Preaching service, 10:48 a. M.:
n
S. C. Ε. 6«0
P.
Y
11:43A.M.;
^School
m.
Church
Kvenlnjr service 7tt) P. at; 7 :») p. *.
evening
Wednesday
nectlng
» c
are
cordially In·
oi anerwtse connected.
1

!
\k:t

Bewlev. Pastor
ilxt Church.
10:00 a. m..
iay. morning prayermeetlng
Sabbath Scho>
a.
10:4ft
M.;
·>:ηι{ service
P. M ;
u
t-'jiarorth League Meeting 6 00
7 30; class
r meeting Wednesday evening
;ing Frl'lay venlng7:30.
•i-t Church, Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro,
tin Sunday, preaching service 10:4ft A.
itli School* 13 *·. Y. F.S.C. Β.,β:1® p.
Wednesday even
tvi-r meeting 7 Λυ p. m. ;
Rev T. N.

Seats free.

service 7:30.

.ver

All

are

"ie.

-,

Preaching service ev
r-1". 1st Church.
Sunday School at
juv ut ID :4ft A. ■·
Y. P. C. U.
P. M.
3:30
Junior Cnlon at

P. 11.

KKTIJiUS.

STATU»
M —Pari
Lodge, No. 94. Regular
fall moon.
s 'av <-\enln< on or before
Mount Mica l.odge, regular meet·
i> venin* of eacn week.—Aurora
ret and thirl Monday evenings
Μ

\

Mount Pie
oed an i

Lodge, No.
'ourth Krldays of each
He be k ah

isan

i fellows' Hall.
K. Klin'all Post, No. 148, meets
I Saturday evenings of each
R. Hall
all Circle. Ladles of the G. A.
•hlrd Saturday evealngs of
! Arm! Hall.
Chamberlain Camp meets
aturday evenings of each

λ

range, from May 1 to Oct.1,
ιγΊ Saturday; during the
ear. meets every Saturday, In
•road

and fourth Mondays of

Lodge, No. 181,
fourth Wednesday evenings

■itony

Brook

.nlln Lodge, No. 31, meets every
i λι Pythian Hall.

re\.

win..anKige here from our young
eshet.
liH'kcn , * is more or less epidemic
>ng tb«* children.
Z '. l.ers met with Miss Jessie
ο

Monday evening.

i.st

ίο

A. Hilton wae here from Portrew days the first of last week.

or

*.

Wheeler was the guest of
Portland and vicinity fora few
M

in
■r.

week.

and Mrs. Charles Sampson of
Mills were guests of L. S. Mor
t' family a few days last week.
Τ

Kewley returned home I
!if>s last Thursday. She was |
d by her mother, Mrs Sam- j
.V

M. Stewart and daughter
went Thursday to visit Mrs.
'ter, Mrs. Frost, in Sooth
». Mass.
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λ

thanks to the South Paris
ude for its generous contriused at a recent meeting of
Maine Poultry Association.

j
;
:

Mrs. X. I). Bolster were at
>
λ.
;,rdav, where Mrs. Bolster's
..lurry K. Morton, formerly of
>
1'uris. on that day had one foot,
a
i-ut e I because of gangrene.
t

h

in

ζ

iir

«

Mi

Walter L. Gray are in
of Mr. and Mrs. Bell,'
s.
i,, re for sometime in the sura>. Mr. Bell being in charge of
Mrs.

..

IS st

;ests

:i.
λ

α

at 10 A M at the
bui -ling an instructor of
tjrtland will give a talk on ;
of teaching writing. All !
s are requested to attend. 1

Saturday, Feb. 5,

a

;

ne

oy

uoniracior

</.

c..

the Norway Water Co. at that

!
atteuded the

ti!"e

..

)'trier of Norway
i : Paris Lodge of Masons last
»> evening, eu m ion from hie home
in Ν * .y fer that purpose, and remainugh the session. Mr. Porter was
:d last spring, and is the oldest
ai
rher of l'aris Lodge.
M

W
■

Helta Alphas were entertained by
Swett aod Miss Helen Cbapm.i
at Miss Swett's home Thursday
ng. There were fourteen present.
V
us
games were played, and the
».
'ηg of college songs was very much
>
vfd. Refreshments were served by
the hostesses.
U

>ara

\rrhur E. Forbes of the Democrat ated the meetiug of the Maine Press
The
A violation in Portland last week.
νing was rather lightly attended,
w
h fact may possibly have had sornette ; to do with our escape from the
t·

>nal blizzard

ί

t

usually

accompanyciation. Mr.
.vas elected president of the asso-

meeting of the

in/
r

ciation.

ass

uvenile Club was entertained by
and the Walkers at the Parks'
Besides the
fam rimrsday evening.
f ur ο
pl«?s constituting the club, guests
on this
M/caaion were Mr. and Mrs. Η !
Λ ΕΙ
η, Mrs. Kate Linder, and Miss
Eva Ε Walker. The hosts and a ρ irt
'.he guests remained at the farm
»-*
: t, the rest returned borne at a,
<4' h«. r after a lively evening.

the

of the extent to which tne
putting loose coins in the
η* I
tee of patrons of R. F. D. routes
the
gr Ait.
poet office department
a regulation that after Feb. 1st
will not be required to collect
Patrons
OS from these boxes.
} < !>g coin· in the boxes must either
'hem in an envelops, wrap them
1
ur.
in a piece of paper, or deposit
t'iem
» some coin-holding receptacle,
t if they ran be easily and quickly
en fr rn the b«>xee.
:se

f

ν

■

ν

Lodge, F. and Α. M held its anmeetiug Tuesday evening. Instal-

will probably be at the regular
ui· ting in
February, and about that
tin, ;'te lodge will have a past masters'
a g
when the past masters will work
s'
M. degree. The officers elected
la

a:

•ν V!

Mowing is the full and correct

the officers of Aurora
ment, I. 0. 0. P.:
P.—Chas. A. Maraton.
H. Ρ —I.uther W. Hoi Us.
s· w.—Horace L. Swan.
& rit* -Ueorge W. Ktekelt.
Trea«.-Alonxo Ε Shurtleff.
—chas. A. Hemingway.
lv. W._UwU K. Monk.
M W —Ralph A. Hemingway.
5*1 w.—Kaymonj B. Karrar.
«h W._Kmery W. Mason.

Encamp-

O. S.—ielT<-r*oQ J. Merrill.
I s —carl M aeon.
Utli. T.-Cha«. R Newell.
-M G Τ -Philip S. Mason.

L. S. Swan

of age Mon80
ti ay of last week. Mr. Swan tells the
Oemt crat that the winter eighty Tears
a^" was something like this, as there
had been no chance to get to Portland
w>th a sleigh
up to the 24th of January
Hi* father had a
sleigh loaded ready for
the Portland trip, but had mt up to that
time been able to get there. He does
oot tell this of his own
knowledge, but
has reliable information in regard to it.
People talk frequently about the climate
changing, but there is rarely a season so
peculiar that it is not possible to refer
hack to something very much like it in
the past.
was

vears

A hearing was held at the court houee
Thursday and Friday before Judge Her·

rick of the Probate Court

Romance of Grape Fralt.

as ι

L. Tubbe as driver of the team for tbt
Shurtleff Λ Farrar grain mill.
The regular meeting of the Careful
Gleaners will be held with Mrs. Geo
Giles Thursday afternoon, Feb. 3d, at
three o'olock.

they have.
Thia enthuaiaam haa been made very
manifest by almost all of the citizens of
tbe village, and haa reaulted in tbe
establishing of a syatem of water work*
tliat we have good reason to believe will
prove to be a safe and profitable investment as well as one of the best système
for fire pro'ection that can be found in a
village as small aa South Paris.
While the great majority of the people
have been heartily in favor of tbe water
works and have aided the water committee with encouragement and praise,
there have been some that have been unable to see it aa the majority have, and
have not seen fit to ahare the enthusiasm
with the majority. These few have
been industrious in magnifying all the
possible chances of failure that could be
imagined, and there is hardly a possible
trouble, or accident, or obstacle, in the
way of success that has not been mentioned and magnified by those few who
were opposed to the system.
It is not my intention to aay anything
further regarding thia than is necessary
to show to those who still are unbelievers that tbe system has so far proved to
do ju«t what it was claimed by the water committee in the first place, and 10
spite of every obstacle tbe plans of our
water committee and our engineers have
been carried out to completion, and the
result has proved fully up to what was
promised and in most cases a little better.
aa

A
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NATIVE OF OXFOBD

COUNTY ON TH1

COAST OF

FLOBIDA.

One of the publisher· of Suburbei
Life, who recently visited Florid», hu

published in that magazine the following
description of the Atwood Grape Fruil
farm, the creation of Mr. Kimball C
Atwuod, a native of Buokfield in tbh

county :

Talk about the fragrance of orange
blossoms or the perfume of the Bermuda
Lily fields, or the delicate odor wafted
from the rose gardens of Pasadena!
♦
Mr. and Mra. F. E. Douglas of HopeCombine tbem all into one supreme
dale, Mass., are iu town, called here last
essence, if you will, and you will be preweek by the illness add death of their
pared for an experience of mine last
winter. It happened In this way:
brother-in-law, L. L. Powers.
Business and pleasure combined called
A reception in honor of Rev. and Mra.
me for a fortnight in the South—a porCheater G. Miller will be held in Good
tion of it on the west coast of Florida.
Cheer Hall thia Monday evening, JanOne day my traveling companion and
the
to
uary 31st. AH adults friendly
myself were luxuriating in idleness at a
church are cordially invited.
famous hostelry at Tampa, wondering
where we should spend the morrow. A*
Paris Grange will bold an all day
Mr.
we discussed one plan after another, we
meeting Saturday, Feb. 5th.
were joined by a chance acquaintance.
Howard Davies of Yarmouth will be
"There is one plaoe you fellows want to
present and give an address in the aftersee before yon leave," he remarked: "I
noon.
Subject, "Taxes Direct and In
was down there yesterday, and it beats
direct." Invited guests will be present.
anything I ever saw, and I've been
Not any too much aunabine tor the
aronnd some. You see," he continued,
past ten days, perhaps. But when did
"there was a fellow from New York who
in
week
January
you ever see a milder
came down here a few years ago with
than the past calendar week? A man on
the notion that there was a fortune in
the street in bis shirt sleeves has been an
Grape Fruit, if enough money and enteroccasional sight—in Hannel shirt and
prise were put into the project. So he
working clothes to be sure, but in shirtwent down the Manatee River a ways,
sleeves juat the same.
and bought a wilderness of bog and palWhile Gorbam, Ν. H., and several
metto, and out of it he has produced the
most wonderful Grape Fruit farm in this
other towns are boasting of having panIt's one of the sights of
ares picked in January, South Paris can
country.
boast as well, fur on Sunday, Jan. 23d,
Florida—25,000 trees in the buncb.
Don't miss it."
E. N\ Anderson picked from his pansy
bed one full blown blossom and two
Naturally we were interested, and
I» TURKS WATKB ENOUGH?
buds which, after being put in water,
doubly so when we learned that the "felThe people of the village chose seven low from up North" was Kimball C.
opened, and one remained perfect for
men to represent them in this matter, Atwood of the Preferred Accident Comseveral days.
and I wish to say that these aeven men pany, New York, and a friend of my
The February supper and entert* inrepresent the largest business interests traveling companion, who made a dash
ment of the Good Cheer will te Leld in the
village and have shown sufficient for the telephone booth to get in touch
Cheer
Hall.
Good
Feb
at
1st,
Tuesday,
intelligence to carry on a large amount with Mr. Atwood.
Miller's
Mr.
at
followed
6:30,
by
Supper
of business successfully, and should
The next morning found us, bright
lecture, "A Recent Trip to the Far their error in judgment in this matter and
early, aboard one of the little steam15
lecture
West."
13
cents;
Supper
cause them to make a serious failure, ers which make daily trips down the
cent*.
Supper and lecture 25 cents. A the cost of same will come largely on Manatee River, en route to Manavista,
sociable for the younji people to close them as tax
pavers as well as to show to the home of the Atwood Grape Fruit.
the evening. Good music for botb the the
that seven men had made a
Those of you who have had the expeople
lecture and sociable will be furnished.
mistake, although they seemed to be all perience of being transported in fortyAdvertised letter* at South Paris post right in their own business. The first eight hours from the mid-winter of New
office Jan. 31, 1010:
thing that this committee did was to go York to the semi-tropics of Tampa will
to some one that had made the intalla· know how we felt that morning, as we
M re. F. P. Bartletti.
Mrs. Cora Ε Bean
tion of water systems a life work and to wound in and out, following the turns
Allele Bennett.
"et expert opinion. We have had the of the river, with air balmy as June, and
^
Mies Florence E. Chandler.
expert advice and consultation of four with palms and palmettos, instead of the
Emma Davie.
to
on
beMrs. Henry J. Doughty.
familiar trees of the North, marking the
depend
engineers
hydraulic
Mr. Thaxtër Douglity.
sides our own judgment, and in every shore line.
Mlin Eva Kulght.
case it has been told us that an abundant
At Palmetto Beach a carriage was
Mr. Wilfred Ktmbnll.
Chester Mebarn.
supply of water can be supplied from waiting, which took us directly to the
P.
Mrs Nellie
Rentiy.
the headwaters of the Stony Brook val- grove, some three miles away. It was
Misa Harriet Klehi.nUon.
I lung before we saw any signs of a grape
ley that will flow into our reservoir.
Miss Ethel VVentw >rtb.
There is no way of being certain but. fruit tree, but a strange, sweet, subtle
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
to wait until the dry times come, then perfume seemed to fill the air, and at
Tbe monthly meeting of the Woman's we will see who is right. I want to eay last I remarked on it to the driver. "Ob,
at
the
will
be
held
that there is almost an unlimited chance that's the grove you smell," he said,
Missionary Society
Baptist vestry next Saturday at half past to store up water on tbe brooks above "the trees are in bloom, and when the
two instead of Thursday, the usual day.
our two reservoirs, so if it should ever wind is right you can distinguish the
Mrs. EMzabeth H Bonney, who made a happen that we need to do so we could fragrance for miles."
trip last summer to tbe Baptist mission at no great expense store up enough to. At last we arrived, and there lay bestation in Kodiak, Alaska, will be pres- carrv us through a long drouth.
fore me a sight I shall not Boon forget.
ent, with articles and pictures from sides that we can go to tbe springs in A model Grape Fruit farm of 2δ0 acres,
Alaska, telling us of her visit to the the ailles of Crocker Hill and Streaked with 25,000 trees in bloom. All around
Orphanage. A cordial invitation is ex- Mountain, and we all know that there us, as far as the eye could reach, were
tended to all women and girls, not only are a lot of them, and take the water rows on rows of symmetrical trees, with
to those of the Baptist society, but all from tbem direct into our system and their shimmering green leaves hardly
others as well.
now lost by evaporation or concealing the modest white blossoms
save what is
into the ground in dry weather. which gave forth so largely of their peThe officers of Hamlin Temple, No. sinking
The engineer who has laid this work culiar rich fragrance.
44, P. S., were installed Tuesday evenout for ua has told us in advance just
This was the Atwood Grape Fruit farm,
ing. Jan. 11, by Installing Officer, Mrs. about what
pressure we could get at cer- of which I had heard so much. This
Kate Dunham, assisted by Mrs Sharlie
we
could
safewhat
and
tain points
was the desert which had been made to
just
Kimball as Grand Senior, and Mrs. Har- ;
In every case wo have yield of its richness,—the spot which
on.
The ly depend
rι et Barnes as Grand Marshal.
found that his promises have been fully had been made to bloseom as the rose.
officers are as follows:
maintained. He is a man who has bad
It seems hardly possible that, only a
P. C. of T.—Mrs. Cora Everett.
a good deal of experience In just this
few years before, the spot on which we
M. F. C —Mrs. Lou Diughraty.
E. 8. uf T.—Mrs. Delia Maxim.
line of work and without doubt knows were standing was a Florida jungle; but
E. J. of T.—Mrs Eilna Sbsw.
his business. He also tells us that it is euch was the case. The story is an inM. of T
Mrs. Hezel Kenney.
possible to supply ten thousand people tensely interesting one, and can be told
Mrs Kanule Eastman.
M. of Κ ami C
with the water in the upper part of the in a few words. I pass it along to you
M of F —Mrs. Dorcas Cutting.
P. of T.—Mr»· Mnrcla WooUworth.
<t„nv Rrnnk vall«v
I see no reason for as it was told me that
day.
ti. of O. T.—Mrs. Isabelle Brooks.
refusing to believe bis statement, as
In 1896, Kimball C. Atwood, after a
Fruit
Growers'
made
The Oxford County
every other statement that he has
thorough investigation, purchased 100
Association held its annual meeting on has been tried and proved to be correct. acres of hummock land, in its wild state;
an
that
is
at
water
committee
Grange Hall,
respon- later increasing his holdings by ninety
all-day ses-, The
Thursday
iion, with business in the forenoon, a sible for the installing of this system acres additional, which gave him an exdinner served at noon, and in the after- feel well pleased with the results as far tended frontage on the Manatee River,
F. as they have gone, and wish to thank all ,„d affording «e.11»· Λ1ρρ«ί «»'«»«
noon an address by Professor Ε
Hitching* of Waterville, who talked to that have helped in this good cause. wbeo tbe need .hoold ·«»·
a
the fruit growers about raising fruit for They believe that the present sys'em is a the land and plant the tree
bu^.
1'rofessor Hitchings is well sound, safe and profirable business in- pendoue underta
profit.
known as an enthusiast on Maine apple vestment. It was installed by men who uese enterprise w
bad made the Pre
eg9 triumphed
growing, and his address waa of much have not been dreaming, or chasing ferred Accident
imooeeible condiinterest and should be of profit. The butterflies all their lives, and who know
next meeting of the Fruit Growers' Asso- that there is nothing that will go so far tione, and at la·
I»
18S1.
te(j an(i later
ciation will be held at West Paris Feb. towards the building up of a large vil- 16,000 tree· had been planieo.
are:
muchosen
as
a good
!0tb. The officers
Thursday
lage or city here as much
PrwMent—John A. Huberts, Norway.
nicipal water system that can furnish
Vlce-PreaMent— Κ. Η Morse, Water font.
the
least
at
water
of
possible there was ΡΓ8.°ι
pure
plenty
A lt few groves were
Secretary au<l Treasurer— R. L. Cummin**.
cost.
West Paris.
Morton.
R.
Gkokge
U.
H.
L.
West
Directors—F.
Paris;
Wyman,
Η «Ml·!, PUto; Charles K'lwartla. South Paris;
W. A. Hersey, Norway, Alvln lirowu, Norway.
Death of Llnwood L. Powers.
Last Wednesday, Miss Anna Morse endoes a death in our community
Rarely
tertained for the day six invited guests,
tbie was just
beginning.
caase such general sorrow aa that of
ul.
Then followed the years 01 p«
namely, Mrs. Cora Briggs, Mrs Katie Linwood L. Powers, which occurred at
Linder, Mrs. Agnes Morton, Mrs. Clara
and developing,
his home on High Street Friday after- tlvating
and
Carrie
Gertrude
Missee
w
Whittle,
Mr. Powers was attacked with
uoon.
Hall. A turkey dinner was fiuely servthe
on
Friday preceding,
ed. Sunshine streamed into the dining pneumonia
he was at bis work for a portion
room and seemed to leave its trace upon though
»
« «»
of
the
day. Apparently of fine phiique,
each face, and especially upon the face
his
wae
his
in
weak
the
make-up
spot
of Mrs. Ann G. Morse, who graced the
and he was soon in a critical con-1
occasion in her usual hospitable manner. lungs,
of all that could bej
in
and
ditlon,
spite
Flinch was played iuterspersed with sewdone for bim, the end came after a
ing, fancy work, sociability and laughter. week's illness. He was 42 years of age.
Then later all partook of a most excelMr. Powers was the son of the late
lent supper, after which Α. Ε Morse'
···
-"·
of Hanover. He came
which Edgar H. Powers
showed bis "Family Album,"
to South Paris some fourteen years ago, !
recited
also
He
much
boo.·»
gave
pleasure.
A large pier wae ou.
and entered the employ of the Paris
two other selections which were fully :
oQ &
Co. For some years now tor employee»
a happy Manufacturing
a
Γwas
ated.
afford·
pleasant,
b"
appreci
has been foreman of the saw mill in »p„, track was
he
party and one long to be remembered, the
company's main factory at South
Thanks to Miss Morse.
Paris. In that position he was an effi"Of course the best thing about it was cient and useful man, attending closely the North.
rftjee » product,
the dinner," says one of the old veterans and faithfully to hie work. Even in the
of the camptire of Saturday given by the delirium of his fever he was continually
lirand Array organizations. But he adds going over its details.
lotlin«<«i, Mr. Atthat there were also a uumber of other I
Mr. Powers was an active member of
!
of
the
at
the
In
He
was
features.
storm,
several organizations.
spite
good
ho
there were a good number present, com- time of bis death Senior Deacon of Paris fore be took up
for bere is where the ordinary fruit
Sumner,
from
Oxford,
Norway,
ing
I.odge, F. and A. M., and during his ill- by,
^
fal
would
bave
Bethel and elsewhere. It was necessary ness had been elected Senior Warden. He grower
lf ho
Mr. At wood. He reanise
to set the tables twice, and the second was also a member of all the higher and
the attention
bu«y
table was about filled. New Hall was allied Masonic bodies located at Nor- could only get
^
opened, and the afternoon exercises were way, being a Past High Priest of Oxford
rest would be eaey; and
held there. Department Commander A. Chapter, R. A. M., and a member of OxW. McCausland of the Department of ford Council, R. and S. M., and of OxH'e.oo.l,
He was a
Maine, of Gardiner, was the principal ford Lodge, Ark Mariners.
speaker, and spoke at length. There Past Chancellor in Hamlin Lodge, lence of the Atwo
Grap·
were also remarks by C. T. Wardwell of Knights of Pythias, of South Paris, and
insistent
Oxford, A. M. True of Bethel, and Hon. was a member of Hamlin Temple, P. S. table delicacy'
value of
medicinal
E.
and
A.
Parie.
of
South
of
a
S.
man
James
He was
great popularity,
Wright
-re
was
and
there
in
these
not
read
two
much
Morse
selection·,
will be
only
missed,
this point
singing by Mr. Pike, Mrs. Wilson, and associations where he has been so active, nized,
the
The demand grew etead'ly,
Mrs. Willie from Norway. It was a first but in all the walks of life.
He married Miss Nellie M. Porter of
class time throughout.
South Paris. She survives bim, with
The Village Water System Turned On. three children, two boys, aged respective9 years.
The last act in connection with the ly 12 and β years, and one girl,
remains only
transfer of the pipes of the Norway Wa- Of his father's family there
It should to notecMhat
South
of
L. Powers,
ter Co. to the South Paris Village Cor- one brother, Harvey
only the m0Bt Ρ
a Paris.
and
τ bave known
last
done
was
Tuesday,
poration
"Atwood' trade ma
The funeral was held at 2 o'clock
little before II o'clock that forenoon the
allow this
Mr. Atwood to
at
the
Congregational
town Sunday afternoon,
of
to be placed
gate was closed at the Norway
8bipment·
brand
McWhorter
T.
Rev.
A.
spoke
because
line, shutting off the Norway water, and church.
Ρ
absolutely
perfec
and
but
feelingly,
the gates were opened which turned not at great length
standard
were not qui Ito
of Masons then took charge they
the water of the South Paris village Paris Lodge
be bad «ι
of
quality
Hamservice.
its
funeral
the be(|t
supply system into the pipes formerly and performedof P., acted as escort for
"The American people w
owned by the Norway Water Co. The lin Lodge, K.
and areι
iny
obtainable,
a
came
it
and
following
^ Mr atwood
village is now using water from the new the procession, from
reaaonable price for it,
of
Oxford
Chapter
of large delegation
# on thelr
system, and the general feeling is one
to me, "and I ρ Ρ
Norway. In the three bodies there were breakfast
table· the Λ0ββ$ fruit that
great satisfaction. All reservoirs are between
these
Besides
men.
200
and
150
full and running over.
ability can
there was a large at- science, ™on?y\ft
When the Norway Water Co. purchas- and the relatives,
hae. and the fact
and the church produce." And he ha·,
of
other
friends,
near
tendance
land
of
a
H.
Clark
J.
of
ed
piece
aretaking the
its capacity, the rear of the that the Amerlcan people
^
bis buildings on which to build the was filled to
those
reservoir which tho village has now ac- room being fully oocupied by
Riverside
is
at
Interment
quired, it was agreed that Mr. Clark standing.
should be allowed to take water from Cemetery.
the system for his stable. He put in a
It le a great thing to ™
a neW
pipe from the main, and as his buildings Forty-Six Years in Watch Factory.
are higher than the reservoir, had to put
«,>■* »*
Mrs. Mandana Miller, who recently
After finished
a pump on it to draw the water.
working at the Waltham watch
the water was tamed on last week, the factory, after completing 46 years of
water being low in the Clark reservoir, service, is a native of Waterford. She been the
'
which is to be used as a reserve, it was was the oldest woman employee of the southern wllderne·· Λ table delicacy,
palate, but
thought best to fill it and shut it off. company, having reached the age of 78
The water ran in all right from onr new years. During the 40 years she has
feet
thirteen
reservoir, which is some
worked in the plate department Mrs.
ι..»»·
for
higher, but it made a little trouble
Miller baa been employed in drilling
his
at
racket
a
ha··
a·*-Mr. Clark. Hearing
holes. The largest sired drill she
*
and found the used is .224 centimeters or about 9-100
pump, be investigated
Grape Fruit
it.
of
the
bas
top
water forcing oat through
of an inch. The smallest bole she
off
Now he ba* to keep his pump shut is ever drilled Is .045 centimeters or roughPRESIDENT HELPS ORPHANS.
hoase
his
near
reservoir
when the
ly 2-100 of an inch. The latter is conof orphan· have been help
Hundreds
of
woman
the rest of the system.
a
for
into
work
sidered remarkable
opened
the President of tbe Industrial
ed
by
four
of
Miller.
Mrs.
Allowing
the age
Home at Macon, Oa wbc
Call to Baptist Church Accepted.
holes to a single plate Mrs. Miller oould and Orphan'· have used Electric Bitten
write·: "We
That
hour.
400
plates per
average
It hai
holes of in this Institution for nlpe jears.
PASTOR means that she could bore 1600
foi
REV. Κ A DAVIS WILL BKCOUS
proved a moat excellent medicine
minute diameter every hour.
trouble·
and

Be-(

WON'T NEED A CRUTCH.
When Editor J. P. Soasman, of Cornelia·, N. C., bruised hi· leg badly.it
Wagons were need In the village Tues- started an ugly tore. Many salve· and
to
the
poor
«lelghing.
very
day owing
Then
worthlecs.
ointment· proved
In varions plac*· in and about the vil Backlen'a Arnica Salve bealed It thorno
«now.
Is
there
lage
la ao prompt and anre
their an- oughly. Nothing
Norway Orange
for Ulcer·, Boil·, Burn·, Braise·, Ont·,
nuai fair at the new hall on Wedne»forne, Sore·, Pimple·, Eozema, or Pile·.
Iday afternoon and evening, the 20tb S3o. at the
atote of 7. A. Sburtleff & C
«net. The «ale of useful article· occurred during the afternoon and In the
Boinp awakened by an aching tooth,
evening» chicken pie supper wm «erv- Mr·. John P. Bowles of Livermore Falls
ed. An entertainment followed the supdiscovered the house on fire, and she
per, Instrumental and vocal music and aroused the rest of the occupants just in
readings. The whole affair was most season to save their Uvea.
successful. The attendance waa unusually large. The hall and dining
TOOK ALL HIS MONET.
room were crowded during theι evening.
Often all a man earns goea to doctors
The election of officers at the annual
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Stomach,

A consolidation of the eleotrical comformpanies of Central Maine has been Maine
ed under the name of the Central
Water Power Company, for the purpose,
as announoed, of developing the power
and nslng It to better admore

fully

vantage.

Liver

Kidney

We regard it a· one of the beat familj
medicine· on earth." It Invigorate· al
vital organs, purifie· the blood, aid· di
gestion, create· appetite. Toetrengthei
and build up pale, thin, weak chlldrei
Be·
or run down people it ha· no equal.
for female complaint·. Only δΟο. at thi
pharmacy of F. A. Sburtlefl Λ Co.

1,

of the Ark Marlnpra, No.

Hall Wednesday evening

as

muob information.
D. D. A. Mont Chase, Installed the
following officers of Pennesseewassee
Lodge, K. of P.:
O.—H. C. Everett.
V. C.—J· F. Usher.

C.

Don't Get All Run Down,
If you bave kidney or
Weak and miserable.
bladder trouble, headache, pains In tbe back,
feel tired all over and want a pleasant herb care,
try Mother Gray'e AU«TIÎAXIAIV-LE 4P.
All Drngglate,
A· a regulator It baa no equal.
Address,
Aik to-day.
80c.
Sample FREE.
S-β
Tbe Mother Gray Co., Le Roy, Ν. T.

HlbbarA

If Sou Ar· a Trill· Bonaltlv·
About the alie of your aboee. It's some satis fac·
tlon to know that many people can wear aboee a
Allen'a Foot-EaaeInto
alze entailer by
them. Just the thing for Patent Leather Shoea,
Shoea. Sold EveryIn
New
and for breaking
3β
where. 39c.

BIchardaon

Fogg.

Duran

Smith,
Tamllng,
Day,

Consumption

,DThe

officers of
are as follows:

Company

M^and

Bertha Evlrs.
_,
The decoration of the opera house for
the clerks' ball Is under the dlrect on of
Fred Cummings, who is assisted in the
work by the clerks.

The Bruinites enjoyed an out ng ai
the Cummings cottage on Pike Hill Fr -1
day evening. The cottage was well
warmed up and supper was eerved in I
style and a general good time enjoyed

Wheaton, humorist anddra-l

reader,

is

to

give a

en-1

dramatic

tertainment in Norway.
Mr. and Mr.. Jeme.oo F.ooe, of
Bethel were the goeete of hi· mother,
Mrs. Bial F. Bradbury, over Sunday.
Mrs. Clara A. Hayden celebrated her

eiehtv first birthday
Monday.
poem was written by Alma Pendexter
Ï··
Ν.
of
Rochester,
Hayden
l ue

WHEN TUB CHILDREN ALL COME HOME.
Of all the glad reunions
When the Hayden children meet
By the lake at Hayden \ Ilia
Or the home on Pleasant Street,
The center of attraction
Wherever we may roam,

Islmother, dearest mother,
Who draws the children home.

Her emlle le always winning,
We can see It from afar;
Of the Hayden constellation
She Is the brightest star ;
We're scattered now, and getting gray
With youngsters of our own.
But 'tis mother, dearest mother,
Who always calls us home.
So keep on having birthdays,
Grow young and wear your

smile,

more.

No

défi-,

Ladies' Suits and Coats.

London Assurance

Corporation.!

M.B. Fogg

Albert B. Sanborn
Paul Normando
John Crozler,
Bronalaw Bellakl,
M.I. Smith
Albert Coulombe

Sidney Buaaell

George Duran..................

James Aiken el ala

i 3,447,805 73
70,337 93

Gross Assets,
Deduct Items not admitted

John Glllli
Fred F. Burnham,
Fred A. Dixon
Jamea Carney
Thos. Curran
Mike Urban,

$ 3,377,467 80
Assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
$ 223,170 98
Net Unpaid Loafea,
1,886,298 52
Unearned Premiums,...
118,300 76
All other Liabilities,
1,149,691 54
Surplus over all Liabilities
Admitted

Eugene Vane,

Ed. Day,
Wm. Stanley et al,
F. L. Lebel,
II. E. Mercier
John Orlno
J. H. Gallagher et al,
Gilbert Provoat et a)
G. F. Cheney et al,

!

Insurance

\\r
τ?

αοιιιιι^ννιι

Collateral Loan*
Stocks anil Bonde
Ca-h In Office and In

Agent·'llalances,

Gabllus Soucy,
L. Tblbedeau,
P. Bouaiteu

Company,

Rhode Island.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1909.
..$
Real Estate
Mortgage Loan·,
of Providence,

Joaeph Fortin

0
0
0
2,060,525 00
79
130,200
419,33!* 09
28,883 33
0
805,729 51

Bank,

Bills Receivable
Interest and Rents,

All other Assets

Coughs and Colds.

well,
Portland, Maine,
Catarrh, Croup and Sore
sound man still growing in strength of
Throat Cured by Hyomei.
mind and body until every thing around
me has changed its phase for the better.
Breathe Hyomei and relief from caMy business is attended to with ease and tarrh, coughs, aore throat or cold will
pleasure, my home and the happiness it come in two minutes.
brings to me and ray wife were never beBreathe Hyomei (High-o-me) and tbat
fore experienced—my mind is clear. I stomach straining hawking in the morn-

capable of understanding business ing will quickly disappear.
propositions because I am a well man
Breathe Hyomei and kill the catarrh
again.
germs; heal the inflamed membrane,
I would be most happy to give any
stop the discharge of mucus and prevent

am

person information who desires it before crusts from formiDg in the nose.
going to the Keeley Cure in Portland,
Breathe Hyomei for a few minutes
Maine, if they will write me or call and each day and forever rid yourself of consee me.
temptible oatarrh.
Yonrs in Brotherhood,
Breathe Hyomei—give it a faithful
Cruikshank.
A.
W.
trial and then, if you are not satisfied,
you can have your money back.
John Ferguson of Clark's Mills with-'
Hyomei is sold by druggists everyin
cat
the
oldest
out much aoubt has
where and by F. A. Shurtleff A Co. A
of
is
He
in
Maine.
York County, if not
complete outfit cosia but $1.00 and congood old-fashioned New England breed, sists of a hard rubber inhaler that will
none of the fanoy variety and was raised last for years, one bottle of Hyomei aud
If be lives full instuctions for use.
If a second
as a kitten in the family.
four months longer be will be 20 years bottle of liquid is needed you can get an
old. The cat's appetite is not so robust extra bottle of Hyomei inhalant for 50
as it onoe was and be isn't bothering cents.
much about rats and mice, but his
health is fairly good and no child in
York County gets better care than the
Ferguson family gives this venerable

feline.

J.

44

SAVED FROM AWFUL PERIL.

to-day

Discovery, which completely cured me.
Now I weigh 160 pounds and can work
hard. It also cured my four children of
croup." Infallible for Coughs and
Colds, it's the most certain remedy for
La Grippe,
Asthma, desperate lung
trouble and all bronchial affeotions. 60c.
and $1.00. A trial bottle free. Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtlefl A Co.
Bora.
Saat Waterford, Jan. 2S, to the wife of
son—(Clayton Sidney).
Pryeburg, Jan. S, to the wife of Ellas
B. Strout, a eon.
NOTICE·
In Norway, Jan. 23, to the wife of Chas. Γ.
Rose, a daughter.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he bas I
In Norway, Jan. 31, to the wife of Webster'". been duly appointed
administrator of the
Goodwin, a son.
estate of
DAVID W. BEMIS, late of Woodstock,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law dlreots. All persona having
Married.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for seulement, and
In Portland, Jan. 19, Mr. Harvev Logan all Indebted thereto are requested to make paySaunders of Portland and Misa Marlon Irene ment Immediately.
DAVID B. WOODBURY.
Jan. 18th, 1910.
Adams, formerly of Norway.
In Norway, Jan. 82, by Bev. B. 0. Wentwortb,
Louise
Delia
Miss
and
Mr. William S. Blokford
Stevena, both of Norway.
Commissioners' Notice.
In Boston, Masa., Jan. 19, Mr. Benjamin LapThe undersigned, having been appointed by
ham of Schenectady, N. T., and Miss Sarah Poole
Hon.
the
Bethel.
of
Judge of Probate for the County of
Oxford, on the third Tuesday of January, A. D.
1910, commissioners to reoelve and examine the
claims of creditors against the estate of Frank
Died.
A. Shurtleff, late of rails, In said County, deceased, represented Insolvent, hereby give
notice that six months from the date of said
L.
Powers,
Jan.
Llnwoed*
In South Paris,
28,
appointment are allowed to said creditors In
aged 42 years.
to present and prove their olalms, and
wnlch
of
Bethel.
Lowe
Nathaniel
Jan.
In Portland,
29,
that they will be In session at the follow'ng
In Bethel, Jan. 28, Prank Need ham.
for the purpose of receiving
In Bt ron, Jan. 21, Mra. Lizzie Ferrtn, aged it places and times
viz. : In the Grand Jury Room at the
In Greenwood, Jan. 24, Joseph Cummlngs, the same,
House at South Paris on Wednesday, the
Court
82
aged years.
of February, and on WednesIn Kesar Palis, Jan. 16, Joseph Douglaas, aged twentv-thlrd day
dav, the thirteenth day of July, A. D. 1910.
01 years.
this
Dated
day of January,
twenty-eighth
1.
Lowell
In Baat Denmark, Jan. 21, Theodore
A. D. 1910.
aged 70 years. Jan. Infant
8. W RIGHT,
JAMES
Mr
| Commissioners.
of
In Waterford.
daughter
7,
ALFRED 8. KIM BA Ll, |
M
and Mrs. G. 11. Bloe.

3 50
2.50

44

98

44
44

44

44

$3.98
4 98
6.50,598

We

vs.

vs.

Ethel R Harmon

28 65

...I

BEFORB JOHN L. HOWAUD, MEXICO,
TRIAL JUSTICE.
State

vs.

t
Rodney McKlnnon
Rodney McKlnnon,............
Clarence Robar,

BEFORE CHABLBS F. WHITMAN, SOUTH
TBIAL JUSTIC*.
State vs.

Dexter B. Lowell,
Fred Burnham

State ν·.. John A.

McKenxle,

...$

79
39

u

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

$9.00
3.73

6.50

6.50
5.00
350
2.00

3.25

44

44

1.50

9S

5°

44

4.98

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

8 50

Sale

44

44

1

.19
75
39

44

44

$5.98
6.50

MAINE.

Buy of Us

talking

now

about how

to be in a fair way of

are

high everything is and the
going even higher. But

Cutting: Prices

paid.

Look in

our

Don't Waste This

F.

windows.

See Prices.

H.

Opportunity.

NOYES

|

918

17 43

1 19 06
State vs. Albert Lufkln
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
Treasurer of Oxford County.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
MILLER BUCK, lata of Bucklleld,
lathe County of Oxford, deceased, and (Ives
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
CHAELK8 H. PRINCE.
Jan. 18,1910.

at

CO.,

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.

BEFORE ALBERT BENNETT, Ο ILE AD,
TBIAL JUSTICE.

estate of

44

00 reduction.
in Straight
BARGAINS
BIG
Some more SPECIAL
Pant Knee Suits. For $2 38 you can pick out a $6.00,
from 3 to 16.
$5.00, $4.00, $3.00 Suit. About all ages

I

BEFORE CASSIUS W. PIKE, FRTBBUBO,
TRIAL JUSTICE.

State vs. Albert B. Sanborn,—

41

44

eluded in the Sale, 50c to $t

18 12
20 39

...—$

44

98

Money Saved
Now.

ever

HATS

16 U
16 U
7 30

BEFOBB JAMBS H. BARROWS, BETHEL,
TRIAL JUSTICE.

44

BOYS'

FABIS,

I

44

2.49
1.99
1.49

BOYS' AND YOUTHS' SUITS AND OVERCOATS
sold at $1.00 to $3 00 otV.
KNEE SUITS AND KNEE PANTS are in-

.......

State

all

you

NQRWAT MUNICIPAL COURT,
WILLIAM F. JONES, JUDOE.
John P. Pen ley.
.$ 63 92
12 45
William Llnnell,

BEFORE LLBWELLTN A. WADS WORTH, HIBAM,
TBIAL JUSTICE.

44

Su ts and Overcoats,
7.50
$10.00
6.00
Su its and Overcoats,
$ 7 5°
$4.00 to 10.00 off.
FUR COATS, Ladies' and Men's,
40c to $1.00 Discount.
MEN'S ODD TROUSERS,
MEN'S WINTER UNDERWEAR at prices as low as

BEFORE
State

44

$2.99

On Our Winter Suits and Overcoats
and Fur Coats.
Su »s and Overcoats,
$15.00
$20.00
Su ts and Overcoats,
14.00
$18 00
12.00
Su its and Overcoats,
1600,
15.00
$17.00,
10.00
$14.00, 13.00, 12.00 Su ts and Overcoats,

1182

Velerlc Herbert,

44

3.7^

44

44

seem

We

MUNICIPAL COURT,
1- 64
12 19
16 89
27 25
12 93

are

prices

—

...

44

Children's Dresses.
$2.98, 2.50 Cl'anceSale $1.98
1.49
1.98

49

1.9S

44

44

To

.........

.....

44

44

44

Ladies' Dress Skirts.
Clearance
Clearance Sale $2 75 Were $7.50

It's

.......

...

44

Γ

ηο
5·°°

BLUE STORES.

........

STEVENSON, RECORDER.

44

6.25

44

Were

NORWAY,

...

Ε. B. Knox,........—..—..I
Bronslaw Bellakl,
James Aiken,
William Aiken et al
Cllnle Jones,

44

2

44

9.00
7-50

ΓΊρβγλπγι» Sale Toc.

............

JAMES B.

44

44

10.00

...

...

ts.

44

Children's

61J

State

44

44

7.50
9 00, 10.00
that
WAISTS
FLANNEL
DUR NUN'S VEILING and SCOTCH
.Clearance Sale $1.49.
were $198
3ne lot WAISTS, white and ecru lace net, were $3 98 Clearance Sale $2 98
Γ wo lots WAISTS, black chifl'on tatleta silk,
Clearance Sale $3.25, $2.75
were $4.98 and 3 98
mo tly
Madras
and
WAISTS,
large sizes,
Lawn
lot
3ne small

..

FALLS

44

50

Were

BEFORE BUMFORD FALLS MUNICIPAL COURT,
ARETA8 Ε. STEARNS, JUDOK.
State vs. Freil A. Furbish
$ 10 t2
29 81
Fred James,...
1897
Hiram McLane et al,
7 07 ;
J. R. Barrett,
8 «β
Ben Brean
7M !
North Express Co.,
7M
North Express Co
7M (
North Express Co
7Μ
North Express Co.,
7M
North Express Co.,............
7M
North Express Co.,
7 54
North Express Co.,
7 64
North Express Co.,
7M
North Express Co
7 61 !
North Express Co
7 21
William Lincoln,
11 29
Ed. Casey,
β 49
Ed Casey,
6 49
Ed. CurCy,
10 04
Wilfred Richards
10 04
Wilfred Richards
lo 29
Wllfted Richard
10 04 :
Edwd. H. Peters
8 72 >
John Barrett
7 72
Ed. H. Peters,
12
J.Zadoklo,
7 72
Edmund Dupont,
7 72 ;
Edmund Dupont
13 28
Mike Gustltfo
7 72
Henry Qauvln,
8.70
Henry Gauvln
12 90 ,
Henry Gauvln
10 0>
Rodney HcKlnnon,
10 54 1
Charles Belka,
10 79 j
Emile Perry,
13 70
Thos. Thibault,
9 58
Adeline Therto
8 96
Paul Normando,....
51
17
Peter Greg# et al
13 19
(Sert Gordon
9
42
Bert Gordon,
9 80
«...
Bert Gordon,
8 96
William Han non,
9 83
Bert Gordon,
9 83
Joseph Chase,
12 3β
Harry Slddall
10 20
Eil. Day,
8 80
Joseph Waznls,
8 80
Joseph Tenkey,
10 21
Joe Lleman,
2.121
Charles Wlnslow,
17 34
Fred Russell
β 55
Mike Urban,
16 04
Mike Urban,
10 21
Joe Lleman
14 76
M. R. Smith
29 21
George Duran,
52 07
M. F. Fogg
14 39
Wllilam Fields
16 89
James McKenzle,
15 20
Loren M. Gordon,
12 99
Avella
Salvator
13 37
Eugene Vane,
8»
Fred A. Dixon
10 21
John Orlno,
14 52
Odllon Paradis,
101β
John Gillie
11 »
Timothy Conway,
9 67
Joseph Smith,
15 69
Thos. Curran,
66
10
Le
bel
F. L.
10 66
James Gallagher,
09
14
Russell,
Sidney
13 33
Thos. Curran,
9 *8
F. L. Lebel
13 27
Coulombe
Albert
14 48
J «mes Carney,
:
13 86
James Carney,
1170
Edward Macx,
BBFO&B RUMFOBD

44

44

44

$12.50

Clearance Sale $5.00

10.00

44

...

"I never felt so near my grave," wrius
Lewis Charablin, of Manchester, Ohio,
R. R. No. 3, "as when a frightful cough
and lung trouble pulled me down to 115
pounds in spite of many remedies and
the beet doctors. And that I am alive
is due solely to Dr. King's New

44

$ S.co

8.00,7.50
4.98
Opossum,
2.98
498
Qrey Squirrel,
Sweater Coats.
Clearance Sale $2.98
Were $3 98

I

Dugutla

Squirrel,

Wolf,
Isabella Fox,
Blue

were

44

Clearance Sale

10.00

Fur Throws.

Blended

"

Clearance Sale

$5.98
4 9S
3.98
2.9S
1.98
Ladies' Furs.
$15.00
98

Opossum Shawl Collars,

Blue

40 52
34 32
50 56
133 04
110
14 35 :
6 00
3 00'
6 00
3 00
j
67 32'
11 72
13 82
3 00 i
8 10
8 00
4 CO
6558 1
30 72
30 72 I
5983 {
1 50 1
1110
3 00
15 86
29 38
1104
27 26
13 58;
13 58 1
13 58 '■
6 74

Charles Randall
Albert Duffy,

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1909.
$ 2,837,590 71
Stocks and Bonds
154,859 55
Cxsh In Ofllce and Hank
418,039 04
Balances,
Agents'
34,963 74
Interest and Rents,
2,35·.'69
All other Assets

.....

In

Clearance Sale

Children's Coats.

$3-49

2.98
1.98

$ 3,442.697 72
tirons Assets,....
nite action was taken in the matter but
4,151 51
Deduct Items not admitted,
it will be discassed again.
j
21
Mrs. Herrick C. Davia suffered a para.9
3,433,546
Admitted Assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. SI, 1909.
lytic shock early Sunday morning, and
is now in a critical condition.
292,241 96
I
Net Unpaid Lossec,
1,924,514 (·8
Unearned Premiums,
50,000 .K)
All other Liabilities,
δΟο,ΟΟΟ 00
Unquestionable Evidence.
Cash Capital,
0 17
671,7
all
orer
Liabilities,
Surplus
I feel that I owe to my old time friends
and associates valuable information that Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$ 3,438,546 21
W. J. WHEELEK A CO Agents.
they will be glad to learn of, and to some
South Paris, Me.
of tbem it will be of untold value if they
will go and do as I bave done. On May
5th, 1909,1 took a course of four weeks1
treatment at the Eeeley Institute in :
'
and am now a

3. Hall, a
Sidney
In North

Caps.

Fur
$4.98
3.98

ι-»

Hathaway and wifo contemplate a trip of some weeks to New
Orleans in March.
The Junior Y. P. C. U. held its semiannual business meeting Wednesday
afternoon at Alice Scbnuer's.
The board of trade at its Thursday
meeting discussed the building of a mill
for an Athol, Mass., firm. The firm
want to operate a woolen mill here and

ITEMS OVER CAREFULLY,
SOMETHING YOU NEED.

LOOK THESE
THERE MUST
$25

ri UYIUCllWW

Charles L.

or

wears out the body and
Coulombe
The weakened, irritable stomach
Slddalla et al
being unable to digest food, the body
Korie,
Bellskl
does not receive the required nourishCyr et al,
weak
beoomes
the
victim
and
thin,
ment,
Curran,
and haggard. As a result, the body beWlnalow
Lleman
comes a fertile field in which the germs
Κ lain
of disease may lodge and flourish.
Stanley « t al
Therefore, the person who permit·
Tlnkey et al
Potvln
dyspepsia to progress unhindered is
I.ufkl n
BE
guilty of contributing toward thedevelopVane,
ment of one of tbe most insidious and
Smith
fatal diseases known to mankind.
BEFORE SUPREME JUDICIAL COUKT,
Dyspepsia may be completely eradicatTRAVERSE JURY.
ed if properly treated. We sell a remedy
00
State vs Mike Guatltla
$ 16 32 Were
that we positively guarantee will com49 58
Cbaae
20.00
Joeeph
or
21 54
John Barrett,
pletely relieve indigestion or dypepsia,
i8.oo
27 67
the medicine used during the trial will
Henry Gauvln,
15 14
Emile
Perry
coat the user nothing.
15.00
6 44
Charlea Belka
This remedy has been named Kezall
61 72
12 50
William Lincoln,
5
72
no
offer
H.
E.
Mercier,
Dyspepsia Tablets. Certainly
10.00
9 44
Wilfred B:charde,
could be more fair, and our offer should
4 94
Ed. H. Petera,
be proof positive that Rexall Dyspepsia
25
24
Edmund Dupont,
3 00
J. ZadokU
Tablets are a dependable remedy.
16 44 Were
Were
Ed. Casey
Clearance Sale
Inasmuch as the medicine will cost
3 00
J. B. Barrett,
44
44
44
44
3 44
you nothing if it does not benefit you,
2.49
Louie Cohen,
44
44
44
3 63
J. Gallagher
we urge you who are suffering with indi44
3·25
450
3 5·
Cohen and Klaln
44
44
44
gestion or dyspepsia to try Rexall Dys"
2.00
3
53
Ben Marqula
3 53
44
pepsia Tablets. A 25-cent box contains
Con. Sullivan,
44
44
·*
ι.49
1M
Thos. Thlbeau,
enough medicine for fifteen days' treat91
375
John
P.
Penley
two
we
have
ment. For chronic cases
710
Fred Buaaell,
812
larger sizes, 50 cente and 91.00. ReJoseph Lleman,
Remedies
18
98
Norman McLeod
member you can obtain Rexall
Isabella Fox Shawl Collars, were
18 50
PaulNormando,
44
in South Paris only at our store.—Tbe
3 12
Edmund Dupont
4
Opossum Shawl Collars,
&
Co.
A.
F.
Sburtleff
Rexall Store.
13 86
44
Bert Gonlon

$ 3,377,467 80
CO.. Agents,
Sonth Paris, Maine.

Wherever we may roam,
As whan mother, dearest mother,
Calls all the children home.

employ fifty hands

predisposed

Total Liabilities and Surplue,
W. J. WHEELER Λ

And remember all the whiles,
Ko dtv eo bright and gladsome,

16 »
» 00
6 00
980
8 00
19 20
8 00
18 00
12 00
9 00
13 M
13 50
12 60
4 6·
4 80
12 <2
13 50
8 00
9 00
610
1176

Dixon
Prue,
Mclienzle,...»
Buaaell,
Lebel,

espe-

The knife has got into several of our departments and cut the prices remarkably low, in
some departments one-half the regular price.
They must go and they will go at these prices.
Are you going to let an opportunity like this
pass? Many will take advantage. Are you
one of them?

BW

Gillie

brain.

Q. KUlott, F. H. Noyeeand Ε. E. Andrew·.
Krank Taylor is very sick at bis rooms
at Mr. Frank Briggs' on Cottage Street.
Thomas Thibodeau is caring for Mr.
T
Mrs. Frank Thomas of Andoverwere the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank H. Hurd the first of the week.
The ladies of Mt. Hope Rebekah
Lodge cleared 155 at the supper and
entertainment given as a benefit for Mrs.

matic

was

Carney
Burnham,
Jobnaon,

Dyspepsia

President—C. N. Tubbe.

byW.,H.

victim

deypepaia,

al,

Urban

»

MAINE.

NORWAY.

Clearance Sale!

$ 7|

1''82
17 76
38 56
26 54
38 96
82
2128

Fields,

The poet mortem statistics of the big
Shepard at their New York
hospitals show that some
cottage, Camp Comus, entertained a cases of
consumption are due, at least
number of their friends Tuesday evento unchecked

OF

J0»

η

Aiken et
Abbott

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

18 *
31 71

A veils

Gordon,
San bo

S

55 86

Cbsse,

a

82
48
80
U

3 48
3· 12
12 08
4· 22

Frost,
White
Mack and Maitln

Authori-1

indirectly,
the
the Norway Water cially when
to tuberculosis.

33
39
8
31

Sanborn

Startling Statement.!

O. G.-Roy Coruwell.
Mr. and Mrs. John

181»

J
89 «

et als

Gray
Berry,

sprinkling

The officers of this Bank are glid to give its depositors not merely the ordinary business courtesies, but
wherever possible their help a-d counsel as well. We
solicit your business and pledge ourselves to serve
your interests faithfully and well.

f
J819
1819

Casey,
Blcbards,

MONEY.

YOUR

FOR

52

ZadoUa,
Perry

Doe

Bank Examiners under the supervision of
the Comptroller of the Currency at least
twice a year.
There is no better security than that

ι

3 00
3
3 00
3 00
2119
3 00
30
1 60

Morrison
McLaln

has followed strictly the policy of straightforward, legitimate, safe banking and is,
to-day, the oldest and strongest National
Bank in Oxford County:
Our books are examined by National

JJJ
3 00

Peters

depositor.

OF NORWAY. MAINE.

12 M
5 96
18 M
23 76
27 13
1172
7 7i
29 88
2 24

Gauvln,
Pen ley et al,
Barrett
Dupont
St. Germain
Dupont
Bean,
North Express Co.,

as a

years

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

5?

Jobnaon

great deal to you

thirty-eight

For

39 64
5 72

—

or

New York Medical
ties Claim Dyspepia to be
Pro-Disposing Cause of

P.-F. Q. Barnes
M.of W.-Q. Wt Wood.
M. of K.-H. G. Abbott.
M. of E.-Otto Schnuer.
A Lewis.
Κ. of R.
M. at A.-E- J- Claeon.
I. G.-O. F. Plngree.

·

Knox
Gregg and Chaae
Tblheau,
Sullivan,
Qustltli,
McLaln and freeman
McLeod,
Normande,
Penley,
Mercier,

vs.

Sburtleff & Co.'s.

A

means a

BEFORE SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,
QRAHD J CRT.
State

—

National Bank Protection

domrrr Tbbaiokxk'· Omet,
South Parla, Maine, Jan. M, 1910.
The following llat containing the aggregate
amount of coett allowed In eaeh crlmlnaroaae aa
audited and allowed by the Supreme Judicial
Court and specifying toe court or magistrate
that allowed the same and before whom tbe c«e
originated la publlahed In compliance with the
provlalons of Section IS of Chapter 117 of the
Bevlaed Statutes of the State of Maine.

medicines, to cure a Stomach,
Kidney truuble that Dr. King's
New Life Pills would quickly cure at
alight oo·'. Beat for Dyepepeia, Indigestion, Biliousness, Constipation, Jaundice, Malaria and Debility. 26c. at F. A.
Liver

ι

ι

Couktt or Oxford.

at or for

re-

follows:
Venerable Patrlarcta-H. F. Andrew·.
Art Maeter—W. 8. Cordwell.
Ark Mate-Ernest Record.
9ecretiry—M. L.
Treasurer—James Κ. Favor.
Miss Mildred Bangs, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry J. Bangs, while on her
return to music studies, was takenslck
at Yarmouth and for ten days has been
under the care of a trained nurse. Mrs.
Bangs immediately went to her daughter. Until recently there was little
change for the better.
The history of Oxford Lodge, No. 1Q
18,
F. and A. M., has been written up and
published. It Is an attractive book of
about two hundred pages and contains

—

^

rati or um·

NOBWAI.

—

on the contest·
will case of Hannah L. Damon of
Bucktield. She left her property to
Bates College, and the will is contested
by her nephew, Stanley Damon, who has
care«J Cor her for a long time. The alleAT SOCTH PARIS.
gation of the contestants of the will is
that the testatrix had been for
years of
acunsound mind. F. R.
Rev. E. A. Davis of Lewiston has
Dyer, Esq., of
is
Huektield, counsel for Stanley Damon cepted the call given him by the Baptist
who contests the will, and Bates College church of South Paris to its pastorate.
his work
»»· represented
by Judge F. M. Drew, He will not be able to begin
Rev. J. X.
the treasurer of the
college, and Hon. here for a few weeks.
Uenry W. Oakee and Hon. W. H. Jud- Cochrane will come here Feb. 1st and
>f Lewiston aa counsel.
remain two weeks as a supply.

"1

\

give

^VrHEWeFroïï
thRldghThere

.'oOah N. Horr.
Llnwoo<t L. Powers.
Kra«M J Recor«t.
Tree»
Vm. o. Krothtngbam.
•Vi -Λ » ter L. Urtr.
I).— \ rohle L. Co».
D
Mhi λ L- Whittle.
—

—

ί

clear aunaet to
of the comet, any way.
one

j

of Woodfords
u>rt visit at N. D. Bolster's last

Xatbryn Jack
*'·«

Oar Water Syatem a Realtygllmpae
It la needleaa to reoall to the cltlaena
of
Ralph Pernald of Ellsworth ia a Rue» of South Paria the long aucceealon
events that hate been a part of the mikof bia brother, Geo. C. Feroald.
ing of the water ajatem that we now
Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., will work tbi enjov. When I wrote a letter to the
rank of Esquire next Friday evening.
Oxford Democrat nearly three years
of
Miss Laura Deane and Mra. Gertrud· ago. calling attention to the lack
sufficient fire pnfteotion for thia village,
at
of
are
F.
Buckâeld
Humphrey
guests
it waa with little faith to believe that
A. Taylor's.
the people would reapond ao heartily
Albert E. Dean takes the place of A
and take auch an enthuaiaatic interest
We had

greatly reduced prices to

close out

the Fall and Winter Millinery.
Also a complete line of Ladies' and
Children's Winter Underwear and

Hosiery.

MISS

S.

M.

WHEELER,

Millinery and Fancy Goods,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

CASTORIA Fir Infants and CMdnn.
Tki KW Yw HiTi AlwijJ Baugbt

of

No. 797—Hidden Animals.
Pour animal· concealed In each sen-

Lubec, Me.
"
I would advise every family to keep the *L P.* Al»iifi Kitten
is
a
valuable
it
sick
remedy. It is
headache,
in their hume. For

Free!

be."

—Nina B. Kamsdcl.

Free!

-

Free!

-

with dullards or pronounce
hem beyond help.
German,
3. Jack studies Sanskrit. I rt.rm.naud Jack allows no rude errant being
to retard his progress during his term

No. 798.—Riddle.
bold more strength In check than ta my

Vet not one word 1 say.
All nations neat h me bend a
i claim the right of
1 am the power ot those ot
And always to high duty must relate.
And yet l m dashed upon the earth and
lost.
,f
1 come with tempest and torooU.
1 am the gift ot poor, and wlthout
the reaper In his arduous toll.
helD me
1 help
_ïouth<e Companion.

cnurfhJ"*L!l
Ped'8^®

No.

advertisement to
before Friday, Feb.

OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
the paper to be sent to some person not already a subscriber.
These will also apply on the King Kineo Range.
YEAR S SUBSCRIPTION to the

799.—Decapitation.

Now fiercer

comes

the storm wind blow-

TWO the earth with flails of rain.
no comfort Koo.u*.
Cries out for ttiee In bitter pain.

To

No THREE of love my heart's true pasBut burning with unfading
The storm winds howl and

An^beat

the

*'°J·
loudly

h
crash

tender flowers below.

nlct'.t of absence and of sorrow,
Well may the wind cry shrill and sa
1 loo κ not for a new tomorrow
Nor for a dawning clear and gla
Ah

No. 800.—Geographical Acre**io·
.,
Mv primais read downward will spe"
the name ol :i great wheat growing
state. Cross worts: 1. A city ο
Hampshire. 2. The state In which Lincoln's vouth was speut. 3. A state not
ed for Its silver mines. 4. A republic
of Central America. 5. A celebrated
rWerof M..k- Turk,.*. «.
Of a town in India meaning City of
1. A large river whose
the Lion."
'he same
name begins and ends
* The largest ot
letter.
». A large river ot boutb
States.

«J

The Argue for over a century has endeavored to tell the news of the day
Its friends throughout the northern New England
in » concise readable manner.
States are thousands because of its fearless, aggressive methods in placing
It has tbe full Associated Press
before its readers Democratic principles.
service and covers the local field.
If you want a good up-to-date newspaper the Argus fills the bill.

Terms:
Daily Argus in Cumberland County on all rural delivery routée outside of
the city of Portland, $2.00 per year, strictly in advance.
Outside of Ctimoe.luud County in any part of the State, $3.00 per year,
io advance.
The Weekly Argus, INCLUDING THE SATURDAY EDITION of the
Daily—One copy, one year, $1.50 in advance. Clubs of five, $5.00 in advance.

q

itr/nethen,

PORTLAND, ME.

ANN UAL

FALL

America.

No. 801.—Deletion.
The golden leaflets flutter gently down.

SSSffipJsyi
Hu b* beta* plunged

^

mmm
beThe

woman

of moderate

afford tobny the

into

lye, and

mean·

cannot

higb-prioed imported

neither
nîiervee a/d compote·, butcanned

afford

to

can

goods

pnrchaae

GREAT VALUES.

Ti."iriSiTK fi

them by various culinary
nrocesses into numerous desserte that

transform

till tempt the appetite.

All eanned

af-

Easy

second hand instruments

Send for

terms.

catalogs

and

prices.

South Paris, Me.

Keep

PLEASE

When in want of

anything

MIND!

In

in our lines give us a call.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Linseed Oil,

Floor Paints,

Hoqm Paints,

Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
Floor Finish,
Roof Paints,
Turpentine,
Brushes.
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
Our paints include Impervious, Heath A Milligan, and Sherwin-Williama.
Barn Paints,

Paroid

Hoofing—The best

of all

try imitations.

roofings.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

to order.
The kind that lasts.
Have your veranda screened in.
hinges, «le.

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make

Regular sizes

cloth, spring

Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We sell

"Columbia

telephones.

best tor automobiles and

Ignition

Batteries'1 the

PUDDINGS.
Drain all the liquor from a can
oeacbes and leave the halved peaches in
Beat two eggs
a colander until wanted
licht and add a pint of milk to them,
» pint of flour with a half teaspoong
ful of salt and a generous■ teaapoonfal of
PBACH

{ft

Parle.

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.

;

Send for

Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER &

CO.,

South Paris.
60

YEARS'

Patents
COOTMOMTS AC.

Aaron· (ending tketrh and description mmy
qelcfclT ««certain our opinion fr·· wh«tb«r so

ESom

»

»

Lmt (tr·

Mm ΓπΓ^ΖΖ:Ϊ.ΓΚ5

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Delivered at any station on the
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.

43tf

J. M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond,

Me.

—

Wool
ο

ON

—

-wïï_

ïn!
muffl^tins.

up stock.

Chas. F. Ri

DAN

END8CAR

A V Κ R

CORK

Κ

ARIA

■ RRS

BKAR

Ν Κ

A

No. 792.-A Swarm of Good Bees: Β
hand. Β wise. Β tied D (be tidy), Β
benign, Β on watcb. Β on nest (be bon·
est), Β behindhand in uothlng.
No. 793.—Del* an: Peter, |»eer.
No. 794.-Anagram: Indian summer.
No. 795—Mathematical Puzzle: Eight
black and four white.
No. 790.—Musical Conundrums: Castanet. fife. viol, cornet.

Sts.,

MAINE.

tween him and the southern capital
lay fewer than 75.000 Confederate solHad the attack begun sooner
diers.
there might possibly have been α difBut a series of
ferent story to tell.
disastrous delays postponed the start.
a

Ry that time the Confederate generals

teady

to meet the invasion.
As the Union troops advanced along
(he peninsula a Confederate army under General McGruder continually outmaneuvered and thwarted the larger

little of the batter. On this
another peach and sugar it, and put flicting orders from the war departOther Union
in another layer of batter. Set the tins ment prevented him.
in an outer pan of boiling water,
generals—Fremont. Ewell. Banks and
tbe oven and bake, covered, for fifteen McDowell-were meantime trying to
minutes, then uncover and bake for ten capture the army of General "Stonem! nutah longer.
Turn these small pud- wall" Jackson In the
Vlrgiula moundings out upon a bot dish. 8erve with a tains. But Jefferson Davis planned a
to
aauce made by adding a cup of sugar
thanks
the Deach syrup, boiling fur three mm- set of brilliant countermoves,
in the juice of a to which the scheme utterly failed.
Jackson broke the line of communicalemon.
tion between Banks and Fremont and
PBACH 8H0BT-CAKB.
defeated Hanks In pitched battle. He
round
Bake a sponge cake in a deep,
then made a series of demonstrations
When cool, split in half and lift
pan
which so worried
off the upper half of the cake carefully against Washington
with a broad knife so that it *lU n.ot the government authorities that they
break. On the lower portion of the dared uot send re-enforcements from
canned the uationul capital to help McCleilan
cake put drained and sliced
sprinkle thickly with powdered in his petilusula campaign.
su ear spread with whipped cream, and
On May 31 a decisive battle was
the «ko.
other b.U!
at Chiokahomlny creek, near
fought
Heap whipped cream on thia.
Richmond. The Federals won an overwhelming victory and sent their eneapbicot tapioca.
for two mies flyiug pellmell into the city. Had
of
a

fay

putLlnjo

utes^en "tiring

Ptt.

Soak

cupful

D^in

Hd.

top of the loe
maple
cream, sprinkle with crashed
sugar, add a spoonful of the peach liquor
and Oil the glasses with ice cream,
smoothing this level with the brim of
each glass.
Sprinkle with crushed
mapie sugar, add a great spoonful of
whipped cream, and powder this with
maple sugar.
peaches

in each

glass

on

McCleilan followed close on the fugitives' heels lie might itossibly have takInstead he went Into
en Kicbmood.
camp on the Cbickabomluy. a malarial,
swamp infested spot, where in the terrible heat of summer thousands of Union soldiers sickeued and died like so
Thousands more fell in
many flies.
fruith ss conflict.

upon Klchmond the
Confederate generals, Lee and Jackson. kept bltn so busily engaged in
battle after battle tbat be could make
no headway. At last, on Aug. 4, the war
ranci» once

more

ordered

the

expedition

department
abaudoued. It Imd proved one of the
most pitiably disastrous campaigns in

the modem annals of war.
On Sept. 17 McClellan and Lee met
at Antlctaui in a battle where 150.000
Lee was demen in all were engaged.
feated. In this tight and in the battle
of South Mountain, which came just
before it. the Cuion losses were 14.000
as against about 12.000 on tbe Con-

carried all

Well!"
"I was walking through a lovely, quiet
village," said the gentleman with the
high collar, "admiring the pensive
beauty of the scene and wondering how
the soul of man conld content Itself to
dwell in the crowded city, where sordid
avarioe, noise, dust and confusion render
life a torture, when my attention was

larceny—while

at

Then she became angry and pecked
savagely at the sparrow, but the sparrow had the advantage, as tbe box

it on every side and tbe bole
at
was only large enough to admit one

protected

time.
A flock of angry bluebirds responded to the call of the distressed mother,
and a council of war was apparently
held. Two or three of the bluebirds
stationed themselves at tbe entrance

a

to the box and closely guarded the
The others flew away to
sparrow.
a neighboring mudhole, but soon recarrying their bills full of stiff,

turned,
muddy clay. One by one they deposited their load at the bole and began to
and
plaster it up, working rapidly
to
bringing straw and small twigs
work into (he mud and stiffen it.
The sparrow did not realize the
hole
meaning of all this fuss until the
Then It began
was nearly closed up.
to flutter around and struggle vainly
the
to escape from Its prison, but
sentinels pecked at it and drove It

back until the hole
covered up and the
was sealed.

them, winning

PUDDING.

Mystery of th· Chime·.

Here is a simple experiment by
of
which you may imitate the sound
cathedral bells In your own room, çnd
no one but yourself will be able
to hear them

ringing.

Get a yard of
twine and loop
it about in tbe
middle. Slip tbe
loop around tbe
handle of a poker and draw It
taut Grasp each
free end of the
string in either
band. Wind some
of it round each
of your first fin-

gers. Now press
these fingers
against your ears,
shutting out all

branch
A
ûelp.

number of otber monkeys
rushed to the rescue and begun io pull
This was
out the engie's feathers.
he
more ilian the liirtl could bear, and
relinquished bis prey and mode

•|Ui- kly

haste tu get

way from his tormentors
a Swiss boy about fif-

a

Quite recently

a large
years old was attacked by
The
him
at
savagely.
Hew
which
eagle,
and
l>o\ had an umbrella in his hand,
teen

with Ibis lie defended himself bravely.
ii
I'wice he bent the bird off. and a)»
man'nine upon him a third time he
nnd
"nged to get out bis pocketkulfe
This was
the
In
bird
eye.
ι
he
pierce
the turning point of the encounter.
with
The bird Hew away, screaming
pain, a nd the brnve lad. though
re
wounded in Ills hand and face,

mained the victor.

Top.

TRUES
ELIXIR
tiliblisbtd ItSI.

·_

■

Ί makes the o!d feel young,
Keeps the stomach strong,

W
appetitenormal and nerres
Ê
steady. Relieves constiM
pation and biliousness.
Expels worms from M

%
%

children and adults.

WLDOUGLAS
ia&sQi6A*mT*

stronghold of Cor- m

So. Parifl

I Ik h

course

of medicine that will do you

good and the prescription, so at
any time should you want more of
the treatment you can get it from
the druggist and the medicine will not cost
you over twenty or twenty-five cents a month.
This is an offer every afflicted person should
avail themselves of. You certainly have nothing to lose and will benefit greatly from this
unparalleled offer. Address. J.WJIerrewJL·.,
North BeanJMtM.Vt.
SUte Sanitarium,
Please put 190 Main St. on your letter.
M

A Bird Puzzle.

'"Personations.

The Producer.

cards for

from practical results," answered young Mrs. Tor kins, "1 should
say not But all tbe other men In tbe

Edith, age six, had just been InformDo not throw away potato peelings. game do."-Washington Star.
ed that twin boys had been added to the Dry them and burn in your stove. Those
who burn soft coal should appreciate
family.
Tbe man who love· home best
"That's funny," abe mused. "Ethel this especially, for potato peelings burn
I
and I both ptayed for a baby brother, with such a fury that they carry the soot loves It most unselfishly love·
ι
but we thought M waa the same one."
j country best—J. G. Holland,
up and out of ths chimney.

and
bis

Tes'imonial from Eminent Oculists.

Hebbon, Maine, Dec. 16,1909.
This certifies that Samuel Richard·
fitted me with glasses about two months
ago, and I bad my eye· examined by
Dr. Holt of the Eye and Bar Infirmary
and several other Doctor· there,' and
they all agreed that the glaaees could
not be
51 tf

improved.

I. W. ELLINQWOOD.

Sale

For

Place

Bargain.

a

One of the best small places In Paris. Eight
flnUhed and four unfinished rooms, plenty of
clo«etroom, good cellar, city and well water,
good large garden spot, chance for 100 hens,
several good bearing apple and pear tree·.
House Is warm and pleasant and in good condition, stable for two bones, carriage room and
wood sbed all under cover except ben bouse.
Close to and between two vlllagea, good neighbors, good place to get work and to send children
to school, electric car pssses. This place close
Will sell or trade for a
to the fair grounds.
good small (arm.
MBS. L. A. DEARBORN,
South Paris, He.
3tf

I

prepared

now

am

sorts of

CURE

THS

LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

CbaoM· and beautiflM th· hatr.
Promote· a luxuriant growth.
Merer Valla to Beetore Ο raj
Hatr to lté Toothful Color.
Cant ac&Jp dlMan· a half nuliaa

buy

to

INCLUDING

tube .md a foolish Dutchman? One ic
hollow cylinder, the otber a silly Hoi·

I lander.

e»i«..

Frsusk A. ShartleflT late of Paris, d<ceaced; petition for license to sell and con.
real estate presented by Walter L. Gray, exe
tor.

Summer SeaslOBs late of Woodstock, dr
ceased; second account presented for allowm:
by A. Mont Chaae, administrator.
SjrlTamla Perham late of Woodstock, de
ceased ; petition for determination of collator
Inheritance tax presented by Bonello C. Davl<
executor.
I.oejr Chase late of Woodstock, deoease l.
petition that A. Mont Chase or some other suit

able person be appointed as the administra'
of the estate of said deceased presented by /
Mont Chsse, son and belr.
Ismaer Seselons late of Woodstock, d.
ceased ; petition for order to dtatribute balau
M
remaining in hi· hand· presented by Α.
Chase, aomlnUtrator.

ADDISON E. HERB1CK, Judge Of aald Cou

A true

"Hits the Mark"

ALBERT D. PARK, Register

NOTICE.
The ipbecrtber hereby give· notice that he h.·.been dm/ appointed administrator of the est.'
of
THA.DDEU· SEMIONS, late of Milton Plantatlu.,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and glvr,
All persons havli
bond· a· the law direct·.
all demanda
against the estate of «aid deceased a
desired to present the same for settlement, an
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pa f
ment Immediately.
JAME8 8. WRIGHT
January 18th, 1910.
NOTICE.

I have a lot of second hand
Furniture, Sleighs, Car-

and other goods
and second hand for

riages
new

The subscriber hereby fires notice that
has been duly appointed administrator of t
estate of
SAMUEL B. WATERM AN, late of Oxford.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and glr. π
All persona havlt.x
bond· as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased η s
for
settlement, a>< !
the
aame
to
desired
present
all Indebted thereto an requested to m»,

payment Immediately.
Jan. 18th, 1910. CHARLES E. WATERMAN
notice.

paid

for

goods

bought

when

same.

payment Immediately.
ANNA T. RAYMOND.
Jan. 18th, 1910.
HOTICB.

(n the District Court of the United States f<>r
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)

OMER DUPU1S.
} In Bankruptcy
Rumford, Bankrupt. )
the creditors of Omer Dupuls, In t «
County of Oxford and district aforeaakl :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 22nd dt;
»u
Jan., A. D. 1910, the said Omer Dupuls
the Urduly adjudicated bankrupt, andbe that
at
tiio
held
will
meetlng of his creditors
office or the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
at
D.
A.
1910,
of
9th
Feb.,
day
Paris, on the
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
claims,
their
attend,
prove
said creditors may
and
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
of

To

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
baa been duly appointed administratrix of tir
estate of
HENRY 8. RAYMOND, late of Upton,
In the Coun.y of Oxford, deceaaed, and given
All peraons havlr.
bonds ax the law directs.
demanda against the estate of aald decea··
for settlemer
same
the
are desired to present
and all indebted thereto are requested to maVr

Optician.

MPricesiiiOirilGiity.

transact such other business
before said meeting.
South Paris, Jan. il, 1910.

aa

may

come

properly

WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

NOTICE.
District Court of the United Statea for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
EVERETT M. BES8EY, } In Bankruptcy.
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Everett M. Bessey, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice la hereby given that on the 22nd day of
wa.
Jan., A. D. 1910, the said Everett M. Beasey drM
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that theat the
meeting of his creditors will be held
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, Sou:t
Paria, on the 9th day of Feb., A. D. 19lo, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time ih·
aald creditors may attend, prove their claln.·
appoint a trustee, examine theaabankrupt, a:.
may proper!
transact such other business
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Jan. 22.1910.
In the

NORWAY, MAINE.

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

WALTER L. ORAT,
Referee In Bankruptcy

Mats, Mirrors

Condensed Statement of the

Mouldings s,J.

&

High Grade Portrait Work

MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS.
ASSETS, DEC. SI, 1909.

Cash In office and bank
Note· or securities (Except ρ rem.
Assessments unpaid

$ 201 >
notes).

415 ûl

Cash premiums unpaid
Caah In hands of officers or agents
Interest,

in Crayon, Water color,

57 ου

All other assets

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

$ 676 5J
Gross cash assets
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1900.
Losses unpaid, resisted and estimated, I 1,979 κ
M00 <>·
Borrowed money,
Due officers
»
All other liabilities,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Nickels St.,

Oxford Conitr Patron of Hasbaadir Motn
Fire Iunmce Connair.

SOUTH PARIS

$ 6,779
Total liabilities
676
Net cash asset·
Premium notes subject to assessment, |206,AS5
Q. W. Q. PERHAM, Secretary,
Bryant's Pond, Me.

Start the New Year
with

a

resolution to pay all bille and settle all accounts
BY CHECK ON

The Norway National Bank
Norway, Maine.

THIS BANK SOLICITS YOUR ACCOUNT

WHETHER IT IS LARGE OR SMALL.
Its officers

Purest Flour

always

welcome

Ask your dealer, and insist

having—

on

William Tell
For Sale

by

opportunity

to

talk

over

banking

Dire ο tor·

The

:

C. If. TCBB1,
C. E. HOLT,
SMITH,
F. W. SANBORN,
Ε. E. ANDREW·,
L. ·. BILLING·,
{^
WALTER L. Ο RAT, >

Π. D.

grades

William Tell comes to you from
the mills with all the brilliant bloom
that only Ohio wheat can make.

an

matters, and to discuss the advantages offered by this Bank.
size of the account is not material. We desire your business.

"Of the varions qualities of flour ob-

tained from the same wheat, the lower
are those most contaminated
with grease, dirt, and objectionable
bacteria; the freedom of flour from
these. Increases with Its purity."
Prop. Wm. J ago,
the well-knuum Knglith etumlit.

..

copy—Attest :

—

of

machinery.

a

Rogers Is te of Porter, decea?

Parla E.

petition for license to sell and convey real
presented by Francis A. Fox, executor.

.You will thus be provided with a record of payments which will
be useful if disputes arise. In any event you have an indisputable
receipt for the money paid.

flour clean.
The wheat is stored in hermetically
sealed tanks at the big mills of Ansted
& Burk Co.
Before grinding, it is cleaned six
times.
Neither grain nor flour ever touches
anything but the bright, clean surfaces of dust-proof machinery. Even
the flour bags are sewed up by

Riddi·· and Answer·.
Wby is a schoolboy being whipped
like your eye? Because he's a pupil
under tbe lasb.
What is tbe difference between a

trustees.

AND ALL THROAT AMP LUMP TROUBLE».
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OB MONET REFUNDED.

costly equipment and exceptional care to keep the grain and

Find the bird bidden In this picture
bf a goat

Isnh D. Hawkins late of Norway,
neased ; resignation of Moses P. 8tlles, tru -i
died and petition for tbe appointment of Eu*·.·
F. Smith as trustee of said estate presented
Stephen B. Cummlngs and Prank H. Be· »,

STOCKS OF GOODS

with

FOR C8L&18

Bedding, guardian.

Rooms.

Auction

c. n.

titbbs, Presid«at.

$60,000.00

Capital,

4 Surplus,25,000.00
W undiv.
Profits, 25.000.00

c.».HOLT,v.rr..id»t.
H· d. ΡΜίτΗ, cuki«r.

due to the

person with whom most of the other
players are familiar and continues until one or otber of tbe company Is able
to guess from the description who tbe
person may be.
The one guessing correctly then commencée to describe some one. If, however. the company Is unable to make a
correct guess the player goes on until
some one Is successful.

and

The purity of William Tell flour is

To play this game the company seat
themselves in a circle, while one of the
players commences to describe some

employees

THE LARGEST MAKER AND RETAILER
OF MEN'S
SHOES IN THE WORLD.

^1

Bweet Polly declared
The reault was all rightBut he got the apple
And she got the bite!
—Nancy Byrd Turner In Youth'· Companion.

RM MJilts M

Albert D. Park.

AND MEDICINE
reliable physician of thirty
years' experience offers his services and medicine free. Would
you like to be cured to stay
eared Τ If so, write him your
symptoms and he will send you a

Looked That Way to Him.
Willie bail l>een a good boy lately,
so pupa promised to take him dowu
to the wharfs to see hnnts for the
t!r«t time. The tlrsi thing the little fel·'· w saw was a whist ling, putting Util·' lug pulling a large cruiser. Finaly after a few mluutes Willie exThe big
claimed: "Oh. look, pop!
iMmt's got the little one by tbe tail
and lie's squealitig!"

Norway*

Auction rooms, No. 2, Western Ave.

A

How Staterooma Were Named.
When they tirst bad steamboats on
tbe Mississippi river they had no sleeping rooms on board. Later a bright
t-aptalu couceived tbe Idea of having
I-ooiun named for the states through
which the boat passed. This proved
fcuch a success that travelers always
made a rush for the rooms named for
their owu states aud much consequent
trouble arose. Finally tbe state names
were discarded, but that was the beginning of the stateroom. On some
steamers today the name "Texas"
clings to one room, but It is tbe room
where the crew eat, and travelers are
not particularly interested in It.

hundred and ten. The following matter
baring been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, it la hereby Osonto :
to all persons InMaine. That notioe thereofa be given
terested, by causing copy of this order to be
three
week·
successively in the Oxpublished
ford Democrat, a newspaper pubUahed at South
Paris, in said County, that they may appear at s
Probate Court to be held at said Parts on
the third Tuesday of Pebruary, A. D. 1910, at s
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there
on if they see cause.
The Government pays Bailway Mail William Cashnua late of Hartford, d?
for probate thereof an··
Clerks 9800 to $1,800, and other ceased ; will and petition
the appointment of Emma E. Park or sorm
with th*
np to $2,500 annually. other suitable person as administratrix
will annexed presented bv said Emma E. P»-k,
Uncle 8am will bold spring examination· one of the legatees named in said will.
Ordessa M. Bowker late of Parts, dethroughout the country for Hallway Mall
petition for probate then. ,;
Çlerka, Cnatom Honte Clerk·, Stenographers, ceased; will and
by Jamea E. Bowker, the execui .r
presented
Bookkeepers, Departmental Clerka and other therein named.
Government Positions. Thoaaandi of appointAny man or woman
ments will be made.
Edmund T. Hartford late of Porter,
ofar 18, In City or Country can get Instruction ceased: will and petition for probate ther ?
and free information by writing at once to the presented by O. ▲. Morton, the executor the:
Rnrean of Instruction, 398-9, Hamlin Building, named.
Rochester, Ν. T.
AUftll Webster of Sumner, ward : sec· l
account presented for allowance by Willie

I handle real estate, buying or selling, also surety bonds.

Plummer,

habita and easy to ret along with; the woman
mod disposition ana a clean, neat housekeeper.
How matter how poor U hone·* and respectable,
•och people can find a good home ana a good
proposition it looked for α once. Ko sick ones,
no dog· and cat·, no hoodlnmi and no rum.
Wanted, a chance to get a good home easy.
Write or call at once.
C. C. DEARBORN, The Saw Han.
Jtf
Bryant's Pond, Me.

nine

If you have anything you wish to
sell or have sold at private sale bring
it in.

ICDCC SERVICES

bit.

Lot

new

Man and Wife.

Working people without children, age 40 to
•bootH; man a farmer or mechanic, of good

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
PROBATE KOTICBS.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
To all persona interested in either of the estate·
see this line. Job·
and
Call
hereinafter
:
goods.
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, in and
No
Sing promptly attended to.
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Jan., In the year of oar Lord one thousand
charge for team.

Cash

kill™· cough

orf THK march.
iutli aud prevented the south from winning any permanent footing in Kentucky. Already
he was proving his military genius.
David Farragut with the Union fleet,
co-operatlug with tbe land force of
12.000 New Englanders under Gen-

A

and I sell for

J. F.

foolish old rabbit
i'here
Who had α remarkable habit
Of shedding salt tears
At the sight of hie ears,
Which he thought were absurd for a rab-

^

sale.

The Vain Old Rabbit.

once was a

FLORIST.

E. P. CROCKETT,

ω

SECOND HAND FURNITURE.

I

took'&Sp'"
Confederate

PORTBR ST.. SOUTH PARI·,

—

Immediately one sees the curious eight
of an Inverted glass full of water. The
FINE
that
pressure of (be air is greater than
"8UPERI0R TO OTHER MAKES."
of the water and thus holds the paper
"I have worn W. L. Douglas shoe· for the
One can make this experi- past tlx year·, and always find they are far
In place.
superior toall other high (rade shoes In style,
ment still more wonderful If one comfort and durability." W. Q.JONE8,
119 Howard Av·.. Utlca. Ν. Y.
stretches wire gauze or mosquito netIf I could take you into my largo facting over the opening and fastens it In
tories at Brockton, Mass., and show
place with a string. Fill the glass, how carefully W. L Douglas shoes you
are
place the paper over and Invert as be- made, you would realize why they hold
fore. Now remove the paper carefully, their shape, fit better, wear
longer, and
and the water will remain in the are of greater value than any other make.
water
of
CAVTIOX-St*
that
I..
W.
Douglas name and price
glass. The small particles
Is stamped on the bottom. Tuke K» Miibatlliit·,
If your denier cannot tit you with W.L.Douglaa shoes,
that form in tbe meshes of tbe netting
writ· for Mall Order Catalog. W. !.. Douglas,Brockton,
cling together In a sort of film and ^
—roRBALKirr—
boles.
the
up
plug

victory
great
Shlloh.
at

AT THE GREENHOUSE.

JSC, joe, $ι.β·

will be surprised to psrceive a series
of heavy tones such as ring out from
a cathedral clock as It booms out the
hour.

Trick With · Glaia of Water.
Fill α tumbler nearly full of water.
Then place a piece of stout paper over
the top. Place the palm of the band
over tbe paper, and wltb the otber band
quickly turn the glass upside down.
Then remove the palm from the paper.

Gut Flowers, Ms, Fins,

At

Out on

sound, and swing the dangling poker
until it dashes against tbe wall. You

an

"Does your husband play

selves from eifgles by keeping togethin little groups.
An explorer once saw an eagle seize
ι ο the
ι young monkey. whi< h held mi
where it sat and screamed for

er

top.-· Boston Transcript.

1862 captured
Forts Henry and
Donelson. won a

moneyV
"Judging

ibe
monkey. but dared uut do so while
monkey faced him and screamed for
help. The monkey was going the right
for careful
way about sa ν lug his life,
observers say thai there is little doubt
that monkeys are able to protect them-

Fuddy-PId you ever notice that
completely successful men are generally baldi
sparrow's doom Duddy—Certainly. They came out on

unbroken
almost
succession of vie-'
Grant in ι
tories.

t h e

Powerful and Savage Bird·, but Lacking In Courage.
..The eagle would be much more dan-

was

lx»fore

eral Butler, sailed up tbe Mississippi,
Boil a cap of rice so dry that each ker- smashed Fort Jackson, broke a chain
nel stands separate. Drain and chop the Confederates had stretched across
four canned apricots, return to their the river, thrashed a Confederate fleet
liquor and bring to the boiling point, gent to oppose him and, with Porter,
adding a half-cup of granulated sugar. captured New Orleans. General Butler
Pour through a strainer, and stir in the
that city, while Farragut went
hot fruit,-and pour the hot syrup around. held
farther up the river aud took Natchez
CHERBT OMELET.
Tbe twin forte,
and Baton Rouge.
Drain the liquor from a can of cher- Jackson and Philip, bad been thought
ries and chop the fruit coarsely, reserv- Impregnable and had been relied on
ing a dozen or fifteen of the cherries by the south as adequate protection
of
whole. Add three tableepoonfuls
for New Orleans. Their fall and that
sugar to the liquor, bring to the boiling
of the city were heavy blows to the
boiler
point, and keep hot in a double
RICE AND APBIOOT8.

BAKED PINEAPPLE

"Weill

When she returned a sparrow was
quietly sitting upon the

pi

pearl tapioca

took a turn

In the box

p£Sh?s,

while preparing the omelet. Beat the Confederacy.
of five eggs light, add two heaping
yolks
The Bit·.
Ely'· Cream Balm has been tried and tableepoonfuls of powdered sugar, and
not found wanting in thousand· ol
'Ττ· found a nice apple,"
in the whites which should be very
whip
homes all over the country. It has won stiff. Melt a
Said Polly to Paul.
spoonful of butter in a hot
••And you'd better have some
a place in the family medicine oloael omelet
pan, and pour in the omelet.
Before I eat It all.
household
remedies, Cook until set, spread upon one-half of
among the reliable
f«t your mouth open wide,
where it is kept at band for use in treat- the omelet the minced cherries, sprinkle
Push the apple In tight
ing cold in the head just as soon as some with powdered sugar, fold the other
And bite a tre-men-doua,
member of the household begins the half of the omelet over the fruit, transfer
B-mr-mous bis bite."
preliminary sneezing or snuffing. II to a heated platter, and put the whole
or
and
a
relief
immediate
day
The apple was small
gives
cherries about the edge of the disb.
two's treatment will put a stop to a cold Serve
And the opening wide.
immediately with the hot cherry
And the mouth of young Paul
which might, if not checked, becomc
as sauce.
syrup
Moat elastic Inside.
chronic and run into a bad case of ca-

E>d

Corner Main and Danforth

Early in 18152 General McCleilan preto march upon Richmond. Be-

Dour'in a

Drain the juice from canned crushed
pineapple. Butter a pudding-dish and
place in the bottom of it a layer of split
lady fingers, moistened with pineapple
liquor. Put in a layer of the crushed
fruit, sweetened to taste, and cover with
more lady-fingers, moistened with pineapple juioe. Have the top layer of the
dish of pineapple, and sprinkle with
crushed macaroons. Put in an outer
suddenly drawn to a large, ripe, beauti- pan of boiling water and bake half an
ful apple banging on a tree just inside a hour.
pioket fence. It waa within easy reach,
8TRAWBEBBIE8 IN JELLT.
and, while I waa balancing my inclinaPut the liquor drained from a can of
tion to grab that apple and eat it against
over the fire with three
my reluctanoe to violate my principles straw berries
I tableepoonfuls of sugar, and a half box
by oommittlng^a petty
clean waa doing this, I say—for I really wanted of soaked gelatine. Bring to the boiling
to pick that apple—"
point, stir in a tablespoonfui of lemon
"Tee," said the gentleman with the juice, and take from the fire. Wet a
still higher collar and the blaok satin flated jelly mould, put into the bottom
of it a layer of the oanned berries and
waistcoat "Then what Γ
"I saw the fence pioket"
pour in the hot liquid. Wben cold, set
And the orchestra played, "0, wbah Is on ice. Pnt whole preserved strawberold Dan'el? 8afe In de promised ries and whipped cream about the base
of the jelly.—Harper's Bazar.
*1"

Carpets

close out odd patterns and

NORWAY,

M R A D

tarrh.

A LOW PRICE

EXPERIENCE

speedily

be
put to an eud. It was easy enough to
repeat this enthusiastic slogan, but quite
another thing for the president and the
army commanders to carry it out
thus

baking powder. Int0,thl.e
«endepoonful of butter, and when it 1ι blend
ed stir in gradually the
McCleilan intendforce of Invaders.
fflm.
into
Into
mixture. Butter deep
ed to co-operate with a northern fleet
halvea
a
the bottom of each tin put
that sailed up the James river to withreach sprinkle lightly with sugar, and
in a few utiles of Richmond, but con-

Cut the tops from oranges and scoop
No. 804.—A Puzzling Division.
out the pulp. Scrape the inside of the
How cau $3U be divided equally
not to break them, and
sons skins carefully
among two fathers and their two
acallop the edges with a pair of sharp
without changing any of the coins, yet scissors. Rub the insides lightly with
Cook
giving each oue an equal portion of the melted butter.
together two
whole aûiouot?
tableepoonfuls of butter and two of
flour, and when well blended pour upon
them a pint of hot milk into which a
Key to Puzzledom.
has been stirred.
No. 788.—Numerical Enigma: "A dry pinch of baking soda
Stir to a smooth thick sauce and set
and cold March never begs its bread."
aside to cool, then whip in the yolks of
No. 789.-Enigma: Trunk.
four eggs that have been beaten light
No. 790.—Homonym: Isle of Plnee, 1 with four
tableepoonfuls of sugar and
love pines.
the pulp and grated rind of half an
No. 791.—A Patchwork Square:
orange. Fold in lightly the beaten
BOOK
whites of the eggs, fill the scalloped
Ο Α Τ Κ
set
OPAL
orange rinds with the mixture, and
ARID
in a pan of hot water and bake. Serve
DAIS
Τ I Κ Κ
as soon as done with a sauce flavored
KDKNAMK L ί I
with orange juioe.
A M It If

Punishment.

The bluebird remonstrated
egg.
and tried
Confederate cap- such outrageous proceedings
to leave.
ital and the war to persuade tbe intruder

ΒSfftl

were

STORIES ABOUT EAGLES.

aa It la
gerous if it were as brave
is
but
it^courage
active,
and
A seven} sentence was passed list strong
wbeo it is exexcept
□ot
great
of
very
flock
a
year upon a sparrow by
hungry or wben it ia atbluebirds, says tbe Chicago News. A feeding!}·
tacked.
Is
bluebirds
and
martins
for
bird box
A traveler was once attracted tu a
erected on a pole a short distance
which be bad beard screaming
from Port Lee, and every season a monkey
two bours.
of ia the forest for nearly
takes
bluebirds
possession
of
pair
the spot whence ibe
reacbiug
Upon
nest
This year they built their
1L
sounds came he discovered the uuimal
In the box, and tbe female laid one oo a brunch and au eagle perched uear
she hopegg. To celebrate tbe event
The ongle wished to attack the
It.

The peo-

federate side.
During the night of
17 the defeated Lee removed his
Sept.
JELLY.
PINEAPPLE
AND
OBAN'UK
seen;
troops In safety across the Potomac,
"She looked a goddess, and she walked
Drain the liquor from a can of sliced
from the trap In
a queen."
into
each
slice
cut
eight escaping cleverly
pineapple, and
6. This noble king was England's pride
was thought McClellan had
It
which
into
three
cut
Peel
and
oranges
piecee.
and boast
This esPat the pineapple liquor over the caught him and his army.
Ere Norman William conquered Har- bits.
simmer for cape, coupled with the peninsula fiasco,
and
of
a
with
fire
sugar
olds host.
cup
blank three minutes before stirring in a pack- wilted McClellan's laurels.
He was
6. If one writes not In prose nor In
soaked in two
verse.
from his poet of commander
age of gelatine that haa
deposed
retale
his
is
He surely must In this
cups of water. When the gelatine
in chief, being superseded by Burnslde.
hearse.
dissolved take from the fire and add the
But while a series of misfortunes
7. If you don't guess this riddle by and by,
a jelly mould and
Wet
a
lemon.
of
juice
This adjective to you 1 will apply.
had followed the Union armies in Virpour a little of the liquid into it. When
forces
this begins to stiffen put in a layer of ginia during 1802 the Federal
No. 803.—Jumbled Verse.
the two fruits and pour in more jelly. lu I lie west aud the far south had had
Bredmece clesos no eth ceens.
Proceed in this way until the mould is decidedly better fortune. In the southDan thwa prapea het mothsn noge stap?
full or the ingredients used. When cold, west the uorthern generals. Grant
cone hean nebe,
wlchh
meti
fo
Stagnierfn
set in the ice to form. Turn out and
Desucingce low lys, fedl oto fats!
Sherman, Foote. Thomas, Garfield and
serve with rich cream.
Thire mient'js, shour, dan sayd pareap
Curtis, with far smaller armies than
Llvewess nl hatt malls tlnop—a ryea.
ΟΒΑΝΟΕ SOUFFLE.
those In the east,

on

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South

Scottish outlaw

a

bold.
Whose feats in song and story still are
told.
2. Eyes have I. yet I cannot see at all.
In heathen lands 1 worshiped am by all.
3. How fair this lake lies 'neath Italian

Call and see them.

have a few first class wheelbarrows.

voice I bear.

Crosswords:
1. The first name of

of doors in stock.

We sell wire screen

Wheelbarrow·—We

Known

Sure in your travels you'U not pass
tt by.
4. The loveliest woman earth has ever

W. J. WHEELER,

Billings Block,

His well

north.

demanded
p Ie
that a dash be
made for the

McCleilan fell Hi; be was hindered by
mass of official incompetence; bis
scouts and spies were deceived as to
the size and whereabouts of the southSo it was not until April
ern forces.
of
that the actual advance was made.

Mee should be turned from their uns
end set in tbe ice-chest or other cool
place for several hours before using.

t

mX. .«'«et

sky!

I have a large stock of Pianos thit have been rented but one season
This
and shall close them out at very low prices for the next sixty days.
is the best opportunity to obtain a piano or organ that has ever been offerVisit my warerooms and see for yourselves the great values in
ed.

Ν to Richmond!"
This cry echo-

pared

tbe liquor
hours in cold water.
TWO .otumo
from a can of apricots and chop the fruit.
gown.
.....
fine. Put the tapioca over the fire with
"Farewell!
« pint of boiling water and stir until
Add a half-cup of sugar, and
Farewell to summer's joyous, gladsome clear.
when this is dissolved take from the
days.
fire. Set aside until lukewarm, then
etir in the minced apricots. Beat hard
•'Farewell!
and eet in the ice chest uutil
Eat with sugar and cream, or with the
No. 802.—Double Aoroatio.
apricot liquor boiled to a syrup with
sugar, then chilled.
brave. I seek my home
From distant Palestine.
peaches and maple suqab cbeam.
But. seized by treacherous foes. 1 m cas
Add a cup of sugar to the contents of
In prison walls to pine.
a cm of peaches and stew gently for five
miniitpe
Take from the fire, drain the
m.or l.ods. 10 tow.r and to»».
them nd th. .,.«P
I seek my master aear;
ω cool. When cold, oui th· pe«hIn castle strong at last, with joy,

Kl.

Sale !

Clearance

By Albert Pajrtoo Teriuae

Sparrow's

endlessly ped ont of the box and
throughout the or two around the field.

EASTERN ARGUS PUBLISHING CO., Γ warrior
99 EXCHANGE STREET,

Richmond!'*

uiiboi.»

^

With eentle ONE the rain la falling.
cry softly through the night.
Mv heart for thee. LKiulse. la
My soul's true mate, my lost delight.

WThe wmis

largest number of this entire
Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway, on or
4, 1910, at 3 P. M.. will be given a

to

ed

■hn

1 guide and lead the way.
1 am obeyed that good may come.

the

yo

unless
1■*

XXXV.-Gvil War—"On

ι

own.

ment for you.
ΠΡΗΕ person bringing

sffrS;^'"
Je*
«hen winter comes,

The Wars of
Our Country.

or severe

1

THE

^»Ε55&ίΛ*'Β
ιΛμΙ·

call a man noble who will go at every day fare,
any honest work, let" each rebuff alone pletborio puree.
and help a careful friend.
"■«
2. Do not disturb earnest scholars or
bareb
not
be
do
ones:
ambitious
repel

In Exeter college.
4 ι saw Ell on the sofa when I came
He seemed to
later In the evening.
suffer at times from a severe cut. and
the doctor thought he would have to
tsepao the right side of the boy s head.

PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs'
Variety Store, Norway, Saturday, March
5,1910, at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King
Kineo Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask
your friends to begin to save this advertise-

«Λ

Fruit Dessert· for Winter.

Weil

to

°y"*B5STaâ5!y IwfiSiâSîmr
Χ-

Puzzledom &Ϊ^ΛΜ^θί2Γ»««1.

The satisfaction of feeling well is doubled by looking welL The
"
**
Atwood's Bitter* are the one remedy that you can
true
L F.
on to keep stomach, liver and bowels in perfect
depend
always
condition that means good health.
35 cents a bottle it dealers.

all that it claim·

HOMEM AXEES COLUMN.

The Land of

HOW WELL YOU LOOK

A

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

NORWAY,

MAINE.

LOVERS OF MUSIC
will find perpetual pleasure
from our perfect pianos.
No musician
but admires them; no one but is
interested in the price.
We will give you
at the same time.

C.

N. D. Bolster Co.l •OUTH

E.
ΡΑΚΙ·.

quality and

TOLMAN

A

save

you money

COMPANY.

....

MAIN··

«

■'

